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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
This study is ~n attempt to determine the common 
factors in the home environment and the school and community 
life of all known truants residing in a specific district 
of a large.metropolitan city. 
Source of the problem. An investigation is made of 
all absences of pupils res~ding in this district of high 
__ delinquency potentiality to determine the cause of the 
absenceJ unless the/teachers have definite and authentic· 
information of the cause. This investigation determines 
the legality of the absence or the proof of truancy. 
The absentees from the various schools are referred by 
the classroom teacher to the Supervisor of Attendance for 
investigation. This consists of a home visit and a personal 
11
---interview with one or both parents or some other responsible 
adult member of the family. If the child is not present 
during the home visit, he is interviewed as soon after that 
time as is possi-61e. During these interviews much important 
and necessary information is c~llected about the child and. 
his family. 
-1-
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Since truancy is a definite s-ymptom of maladjustment, 
it is a matter of grave concern to the home, the school and 
because of the concomittant behavior, to the comm~ty 
as well. 
In the assembling of wrtinent data on truants, the 
recurrence of certain factors common to large numbers in 
the group stood out as an area that needed further study 
and was chosen for this thesis in the hope that it may con-
tribute to the research in the area of the early detection 
and prevention of maladjustment. 
The scope of the problem. The data used_ in this stud:y 
was collected. on all known truants. residing in a specified 
area of a large metropolitan city. The school population 
of this area is approxim.ately 3200 pupils.. The mobility 
natural to any community kept the total figure from being 
· exact at all times. The survey was continued for one full 
school year, January 1_, 1951 to January l, 1952. There 
were some drop outs from the original group due to two 
causes: (a) leaving school upon reaching the age of sixteen 
year, and (b), the family m?ving to. ano~her community. It 
is interesting to note here, that although this district 
bas all the characteristics of .an area of high delinquency_, 
. . 
such as d.ense population, all multi-family dwellings most 
of which are from fifty to seventy-five years old or more 
and physically deteriorating_, encircled. by a busy waterfront 
--3-
as well as manufacturing and. commercial establishments, 
insuf~icient play areas and close proximity to the center 
of the city - during the entire year only one member of the 
. / 
group under study was, ·removed from her own home by either 
the courts or any public or private agencies. / There were 
no dBaths and. no prolonged illnesses or serious acc'idents 
to inteFrupt the continuity of school attendance. 
Tbis stud:y; bs,sed. on the records of 129 truants, includes 
both public and. :parochial school pupils from Grade I through 
' 1 Grade XII. Since the statutes of this state dealing with 
compulsory school attendanc~ apply only to children from 
seven to sixteen years of age, all pupils used in this study 
came from that age group. 
In this district are five elementary schools, three 
of which complete Grade VIII; one junior high school and one 
senior high school. After completing Grade VIII in the 
munity or any one of the city's twenty-two senior high 
schools that best meets their n_eeds for future plans. The 
majority, however, attend but thirteen of these senior high 
schools in varying numbers, in relation to their d.esire for 
academic or vocational education. 
1. Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 76, Section l. 
-4-
The data compiled. includes the phYsical, intellectual 
and social factors considered to be significant in assisting 
in the successful adjustment of the pupil, as: 
1. Physical - eyesight, he~ring, teeth and organic 
defects. 
2. Intellectual - grad.e level achieved., I. Q., number 
of years below grade, number of grades repeated~ 
scholarsbip, subject preferences and disllkes. 
3. Social - type of home, economic status, broken 
home; working mother, size of family, position in 
family, nativi,ty of parents, crowding of living 
quarters, sources of income, number of social 
agencies providing services to the family, court 
records of truants and other siblings, club member-
ship ancl church attendance; attitude toward. school, 
relationships with parents and siblings. 
Justification. Much has been written about truancy. 
It is agreed by most authorities on the subject that it is 
a basic introduction to del:l,nquer;wy. Our correctional 
institutions are filled. with young peop~e who started to 
express their revolt against the restraints of· our present 
day culture by truanting from school. Any inf'ormation or 
instrument that might help to reduce the incidence of 
truancy and assist in the successful ad.justment of pupils 
in this district or ahy other area, woUld appear to 
ll' I I 
. I 
;/' 
:: 
I 
I 
.; 
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have value: 
1.· To the pupil since persistent truancy invariably 
affects scholastic attainment and frequently lead.s 
to more serious delinquent behavior that may affect 
his entire life. · 
2. To the home since persistent truancy eventually 
undermines whatever respect for parental authority 
ever existed. 
3. To the school since persistent truancy is probably 
the first overt symptom of malad.justment and. i:f not 
recognized. and the need? of the pupil are not met, 
it is acknowledgment of the school's failure to 
remedy the situation. 
4. To the community since persistent truancy is ·the 
first step in the direction of serious delinquency, . 
affecting the community at large. 
Definitions and point of view. The term "truant 11 is 
used. here to appl7 to all children between the ages of seven 
and sixteen years, who have wilfully absented themselves 
from school, without the lmowledge or consent of their 
parents. 
The statistics used in this study do not incl-qde in-
stances where the absenteeism was lmown to the parents, and, 
although they may not have entirely approved of this behav-
ior, did condone it. The data includes, however, instances 
-6-
where a parent gave false or misleading irrfor.matton that 
would, tend to legalize the absence, Whereas the investiga-
tion proved beyond. a doubt that the information given by 
the parent was untrue and the pupil was definitely a truant. 
It was f;requently encouraging to find. the child more honest 
in accepting the facts than the parent and. this d~d much, to 
establish firmer rapport between worker .and. child .. 
Iri defining the following ter.mB various po~nts of view 
are used. as follows: 
Truancy is a s-ymptom of maladjustment stemming 
from numerous and various causes. 
Truancy is a condition of maladjustment in that it 
represents an overt failure on the part of the child to com-
ply with society's clearly expressed. rule of compulsory 
school atteRdance. 
Truancy is an influence toward. the acquisition of 
other forms of maladjustment-and. delinquency. 
Truancy, ofitself, :is a simple offense and one that 
can ~nly be committed by a child, -but as an indicator of more 
I 
serious delinquent behavior, it is of great importance. 
Truancy is a sensi t:i ve :indicator that somewhere in 
the child.' s life there are more ominous maladjustments. 
Teeters· and. Reinemann1 state: 
I 
11Most authorities agree that truancy is symptomatic 
1. Negley K;. Teeters and. Jolm Otto ReinelDEinn, The· Challenge · 
of Delinquency. New York, Prentice-Hall, me., 1951, p.23. 
t 
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of some maladjustment that is more serious than the niere · 
disincl:t..n.Btion to attend school.n 
: . . ·. . 
Davidoff and. Noetzel1 from the psychiatric approach 
label truancy a 11behavior disorder, an unhealthy method of 
adaptation which when occurring in combination or in pre-
pond.~rence, characterizes the child. as a deviate from the 
hypothetical norm; a behavior disorder which has social 
consequences." 
11Malad.justment11 is used here to indicate a lack of 
harmony with the environment, caused by the child's failure 
to reach a satisfactory adjustment between his needs and 
drives ana his conditions of life. 
Maladjustment covers the whole range of behavior 
and. personaliti deviat1.ons-from acceptable standards of 
child. conduct for home, school or community. 
Maladjustment is the inability to adapt easily to 
situations arising ·in ever.ryrlay life. Thi~ lack of adapt-
ability is the cause of the diff1.culties of the maladjusted 
with society as well as society's difficulty with them. 
Delinquency is an elastic term, partially depen-
dent on whether or not the child's behavior will be con-
sid.ered social or anti-social according to group attitudes 
· 1. Eugene David.off and Elin0r S. Noetzel, The Child 
Guidahce A~proach to Juvenile· ~elinquenc~. · New · 
York; Ohil< Care PUblications; .1951; p. (., 
-8-
and group customs. There is no general agreement as to the 
exact meaning. of delinquency due to the wide variation in 
interpreta~ion allowed to law enforcement age~cies. In 
w.ri ting of tbis evid.ent vagueness, Robison1 states: 
11The concept of delinquency as an entity at pres-
ent remains undefined. It is in no way as clear cut as 
the definition of illness-and health which, while they are 
relative conditions ~rms of the.capacities and function-
ing of an individual_, are still more easily recognized than 
the distinction between delinquency and non-delinquency." 
"Delinquency" is used to c-over the broad area of 
conduct disturbances, any form of maladjustment to the com-
plex standards of adult social life expressing itself in 
acts that happen to have been prohibited. by law. 
Delinquency is any such juvenile misconduct that 
might be deaJt with under the law. This carries its consid-
erations to the limits of a fair share of all juvenile life-
not merely considering apprehended delinquency. 
Delinquency is a way of living~ the result of the 
ways chosen of adjusting oneself to the problems of life. 
1. 
2. 
Healy· and Bronner2 have described it more fully: 
. 
Sophia Moses Robison, Oan Delin~uency Be Measured? · 
NewYork, Oolumbia,Universityess, 1936, p. 204. 
i 
William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New Li~t on 
Delinquenct, New Eaven, Conn., Yale Univers y Press, 
1936, p. ~1. . 
. : 
urt is_through the lack of satisfying human 
relatiop.ship that feeling~ of inadequacy, 
9.eprivation or thwarting are created. When 
these discomforts are powerfully experiencedT 
the driving forces of wishes and desires nat.;.. 
urally develop into urges,.:f'or. substitute 
satisfactions, and. when'the young individual 
does not then find satisfactions enqugh in 
s0cially acceptable behavi'or, he may find an 
altE;rnlative mode of self-expression thro~ 
seizing upon the idea of delinquency. Th~s 
delinquency really represents a portion of 
human activities which has a strong current 
behind. it. Begitm.ing with various types ·of 
dis-contents at frustrations and continued. as 
a drive for substitute satisfactiens, the 
current has turbulently flowe9 along ·into the 
:forms ·of self-eX])ression that' ideas of 
delinquency have suggested.. u. 
-9-
S~ce so many :factors enter· into the determination 
of whether an act 'is delinquent -or non-delinquent, _namely, 
the time, the place and. the attendant circumstances, the 
White House Conference on Child. Health and. Protection1states: 
"There is .no accurate 9onception as to what actually 
constitutes. delinquency. 11 
Summa#. When a child deliberately absents himself from 
school it should be evident to those who. obse~v~ him that 
he is confronted. with some problem or emotional crisis in 
his life emanating from the home, the school o::r the commun-
e 
ity or it may be a combination of all these which for one or 
more reasons he is unable to meet. This wilful absence or 
·-
truancy serves to· highlight the child's inability to ad.just 
. -• 
l. White House Conference on Child Health and Protection, 
The Delin:tfient Child, New·.York, D. Appleton-:-Century 
Company, c., 1932, p. 23 . 
-lO-
his wants and needs to the demands of his social environ-
ment. By reason of thls disruption of his usual relations 
to his social background, he reveals conflicts wbich exist 
in his ordinary life situations. 
In order to treat truancy successfully, these conflicts 
must be recognized and understood. In the treatment of 
truancy, it is imperative to get at the cause; the fact of 
truancy is but a symptom. 
In an effort to learn the cause or causes of truants' 
lack of adaptability and to assist in their better adjustment 
certain factors in their home, school and community life have 
been assembled.· It is expected that specific factors will 
recur with greater frequency in the data of persistent or 
chronic truants than they will in the data of occasional 
truants or those who may have truanted but once. If this 
proves to be the case, some instrument based on this survey 
might be used effectively in the cessation of tru~ncy and 
prevention of delinquency in this district at an earlier 
age than is now possible. 
•• 
\I 
!I 
GHAPrER II 
( 
\ 
RESEARCH OF LITERATURE AND :mEVIOUS STUDIES 
Much has been written about truancy and. other types 
of delinquent behavier, but mueh yet need.s to b~ done. 
The present chapter has divided. the reported findings of 
numerous studies into three categories, namely: 
. . 
1. The relationship between truancy and delinquency. 
2. The extent of truancy. 
3. The ca.Wles of truancy and other delinquent 
behavior. 
1. The Relationship Between Truancy 
and Delinquency in General. 
Truancy is one form of delinquency sim:ilar to all 
: otbBr forms of be~vior 1n that it is a response to 1.nner 
or outer pressure. It differs, however, from acceptable 
. . . 
,! forms of behavior in that it breaks the code of law which 
(! 
makes school attenda:Q.ce compulsory. Delinquency in the 
.. public mind is often associated with the more striking 
I 
forms of crime, but the term ud.elinquency11 is much broader· 
in its implications. The National lTobation anct Parole 
-11-
ll 
., 
II 
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ri Association1 defines a delinquent child as (a) one who has 
violated .any law or any ordinance or regulation of a sub-
division of any state; (b) one who by reason of being 
wayward or ha"Qitually disobedient is uncontrolled by his 
parents, guardian, or custodian; (c) one who is.habituaily 
truant from school or home; (d) one who habitually deports 
h:imself.so as to impair or endanger the morals or health 
of himself~ 
It is evident, therefore, that although truancy may be 
reasonable in terms of the child 1 s past experience and total 
present situation, it is delinquent behavior in so far as it 
represents a disregard of the main request which society 
makes of the child, namely, school attendance. 
Approximately seven out of every ten delinquents first 
were chronic truants. This clearly indicates the close 
relationship between school maladjustment and delinquency. 
Chronic truancy is intimately associated with maladjustment 
2 
and delinquency as reported by Glueck: 
11We can safely predict a high percentage of delinquents 
to come from school truants and.runaways. 11 
1. 
2. 
Proceedings, The National Probation and Parole Associa-
tion, New York, 1925, p. 198. · 
Eleanor Glueck, ttNewer Ways to Grime Gontrol, 11 Harvard 
Educational Review (March 1939) 
r 
ji. 
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More than a quarter of a century ago, Burt1 found that 
among the cases brought to him on other grounds, twenty-four 
per cent of the boys and nine per cent of the girls proved. 
· to have been truants il:l the past; and, in nearly .every 
c~se, truancy was the earliest offense. 
B. ur·t2 t repor ed: 
11As a reul t, truancy is little thought of. . But, in 
actual fact, it is usually the first step on the downward 
stair portent of far more desperate misdemeanors.'' 
That truancy is frequently the first sign of maladjust-
' 
ment to be recognized by the school or the home is emphasized 
in the report of the White House Conference on Child Health 
and Protection:3 
"Truancy is not only the acknowledged millieu of 
many of the more disturbing maladjustments, but 
also usually the earliest overt indicator of a 
more serious failure in life adjustment that may 
have been of long standi:ng. Much the same may be 
said of the conflicts with sc~ool authority and 
discipl~e, they are, at once, the precursors of 
more sinister conflicts with all authority and 
the d.elicate meters of otherWise unrecognized 
difficulty." . . 
In the most recently published research of the Gluecks4 
they matehed. five hundred persistently delinquent boys with 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Op. Cit., p. 435• 
Ibid.' p. 435. 
. 
Op. Cit., p. 99. 
Sheldon.and. Eleanor Glueck, Unraveli~Juvenile Delin-
quency, New :{ork, ~ Gonnnomvealth F .,: 1950, p., 148. 
,::.... 
f '- '~-
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~ive hundred truly_non-delinquent boys and ~onrld th8t of 
the ~ive hundred delinquents,·~our hundred. seventy-eight 
had been behavior problems in school while only eighty-six 
·of the ~~ve hundred non-delinquents had .. shown any sign o~ 
misbehavior- in school. Their -study reports: 
"The nature of the ~irst misbehavior ill school shows 
that the earliest signs o~ maladaptation appeared in the 
~orm o~ truancy ~ong 74.8 per cent o~ the ~oUI> hundred 
s~venty-eight delinquents and 5~-3 per cent o~ the eighty-
six non-delinquents." 
The Gluecks1 also ~ound that truancy was not only the 
~irst but also the most frequent mani~estat~on of maladjust-
ment among the ~our hundred seventy-eight delinquents who 
misbehaved ·in school as their ~igures show: 
11Most o~ the delinquents (94.8%) had. truanted at 
. one time or another during their school careers, 
-While only 10.8% o~ the non-delinquents had tru-
anted and then only occasionally. 0~ the four 
hundred seventy-four delinquents who were truants, 
a third s¥ipped. school only very occasionally, -
while two-thirds truanted. persistently. 
11It is clear, there~ore, that social maladjustment 
expresseq itself throughout the school careers of 
boys, especially among the delinquents, largely 
by truancy ••. 11 
In the report -o~ the Sub-Commission on Causes and 
1. op. crt., p .. 148. 
II 
l! 
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. l 
Effects of Crime, Shulman reported similar findings some 
years previously: 
"The report herewith presented gives conclusive 
evidence that among the cases studied, chronic 
truancy was in a disquieting nrimber of cases, 
the ~irst step in a crimirial career. Fifty-one 
per cent of the boys reqtl1red the attention of 
police or courts during the six to eight year 
period subsequent to their release from the 
Truant Schools-. u 
Kvaraceus2 in his Passaic study found that: 
11In comparing the truancy rate among delinquents, 
found to be 34 per_ cent, With the rate in the 
general school population, reported as 6.8 per 
cent, again a very signific~nt difference was 
noted . The delinquent boys and girls tend. often 
to J;>etreat from school-because, as other data 
point out, they have much from which to seek 
refuge. 11 -
" Although almost · any ind.i vid.ual in the home, school 
or eorrnnunity will agree that truancy, per se, is a simple 
misd~meanor as a prognosticator of more serious anti-social 
behavior, it is extremely noteworthy. Shaw and McKay} fou:ild 
2. 
3. 
Harry M. Shulnian. From Truancy to Crime a Study of 
251 Adolescents. New York, The Crime Gorrnnission of 
New Xork State, 1928, p. 8~ _ . 
William 0 ~~ Kvaraceus, Juvenile Delinquency arul The 
School, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, World Book Go., 
1945, pp. 144-45. . . . ' - .. 
Clifford. R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay, Juvenile 
Delinquency and Urban Areas., _ C~cago,. Illiriois, 
University of Chicago ~ess, 194~, pp. 108-109. 
that the percentage or truants who became delinquents 
in seventeen classes of areas calculated With rateof 
i 
d.elinquenc1.es as the;mdependent variable ·showed. the 
average percentage or truants who became delinquents 
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was 45.1 in the lowest-rate areas and. 70.1 in those with 
rates between nineteen and twer.tl:ry~ 
In reporting on chronic truants, Shaw and McJ(ayl stated: 
1iA large prc:.>portion of school truants ~ainst whom 
p~titions are filed subsequently become juvenile 
delinquents, and. a good proportion or the delinquents 
have at some time in their career been truants. Just 
as truanc~ maype an indication or the beginning of 
a delinquent career, so a delinquent career often is 
the training school for adult crime . 11 
. 
That the recognition of truancy for what it really is, 
' . 
one of the ear~est symptoms of maladjustment, must be 
acknowledged by those who would. attempt to :work conStruc-
tively with children is shown iri uYouth iD. Despairn by 
2 . 
Banay who states: 
11Truancy appears as a first offense in the r.ec6rd. or 
many delinquents. The· child plays truant when he is unable 
to·make a satisfactory adjustment at school, that second 
organized group that he encounters. 11 
l. Op. Cit., p. 93. 
2. _RalphS.· Banay, Youth in Despair, New York, Coward-
McCann,~ 1r1c., 19!!"8, p. 49. 
- - ~ ----, - - - - - - --- - --= -- -
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The importance of truancy as the initial step into 
II 
11 
the realm of delinquency is again shown by Healy and 
1
1 
. Bronner1 in their study in 1926 of Chicago and Boston 
., recidivists. They found forty per cent of the boys and 
eight per cent of the girls had been truants. In this 
study the percentages might have been considerably higher 
had they included occasional truancies. Instead they used 
only those cases in which school non-attendance had been 
considerably more than slight for unjustified reasons. 
Ten years later (1936) Healy and Bronner2 in their 
research for the Institute of Human Relations of Yale Univer-
sity, presented conclusive evidence of the fact that truancy 
might well be called the 11Kindergarten of Crime .. 11 In a 
study of one hundred five delinquents and one hundred five 
controls_, they found that ~bout sixty per cent of the 
delinquents were out-and-out truants as compareq with ten 
per cent of the control group who were very rarely truants. 
1 .. 
Closely paralleling the above statistics is another 
William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, Deliniuents 
and Criminals: Their Making and Unmak:i.Dg, ew 
York; Macmillan Co._, 1926, p. 171. 
2. William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New Light 
on Delinquency, New Haven, Conn., Yale University 
Press, 1936, p. 61. · 
1_-------t:-------~-------c-'--~-------'----~-----~----
II 
by the-superintendent of the New York Schools2at about the 
'ti.me that Reckless and Smith were cwllecting their data. 
li 1. Walter· c. -Reckless 'and Mapheus Stnith. ·Juvenile Delin-
quency, New York, McG-raw-Rill Book OomYU:lny Inc 1932 p. 161. - ........... .!:"'-" , • , . , 
The 33rd" Annual Report of· the Superintendent of' Schoois, 
City of' New York, 1930-1931. 
·I/ !: 
I! 
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1 
research project o:f the Gluecks., "One 'l'housand·Juvenile 
Delinquents." O:f the one thousan:a ther~ were nihe htmdred 
eighty-three boys about whose childhood activities reliable 
in:formation was available. O:f this nUmber., the case his-
tories showed that· six hundred thirty or 64.1 per cent 
o:f the boys had. been truants. 
In a study o:f lesser proportions we note a considerably 
smaller but· nontheless alarming percentage o:f truants in 
2 . 
the delinquent group. Nelson in a study o:f juvenile 
delinquency in Brockton., Massachusetts., :fotmd that., although 
truants oonst~tuted onlv slightly more than one per cent 
o:f the total school population., they were 25.1 per. cent o:f 
the de.linquent group appearing be:fore the juvenile .court 
:for the same period. 
'l'liat "truancy i:f not recognized as a sympton o:f maladjust-
ment can readily grow into a pattern o:f permanent anti-social 
behavior can be learned :from the Report o:f the New Jersey Juvenile 
1. ·Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor 'I'. Glueck, One Thousand 
Juvenile Delinquents, Cambridge_, Massachusetts., 
Harvard Up:iversity Press., 1934., p. 95. 
2. Edwin A. Nelson., Prevail~ Factors in Juvenile 
Delin~uency in Brookton,~ssaohusetts. Unpub-
J;:ishe· Master 1 s. Thesis, .. Boston., Boston University., 
1940" pp. 64-65·. ~ . . 
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l Delinquent Commission. 
., 
Gf the two thousand. twenty-one.Ln-
I 
Ha-d truancy been pro:perly recognized as a ::pr:i..mary :part 
',... .. . 
of the .causal-complex leading to .d.elinquency and crime how 
dif'ferent might be the Report of the Crime Commission of 
.the State of_ New York .. 3 It lists findings of two different 
types of studies as follo-ws: 
·.1. 
2. 
3. 
The Massachusetts Child Council, Juvenile Delinquents in 
Massachusetts as a Public Responsibility, Boston, 1940,· 
p. 120. . . . . 
State of New Yorlc, Report of the· Crime Oon:nnission, Albany; 
J. B. Lyon Go., 1930,pp. 218-219. ' 
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11
.A study of one hundred forty-five yaung ad.ults in 
state penal institutions found- the majority of these men ..• 
began tfl.eir delinquent careers as children. They presented 
b~bavior problems and later became truants. 
, • 
11A study of men in a state prison and ·t-he state ret'orm-
• 
1 
atory ·disclosed that f.orty,..two percent of these cases appeared. 
at least onc·e in the children• s courts as petty offenders. 
-Ir:i. many caees, truancy_ was said to ha'{e been the earliest 
indicatiQn of lll?ladjustment. 11 
. . 
It is not enough·that the truant be recognized as a 
maladjusted child. Re·cent studies have shown that there is 
an urgent need to reach these children even earlier than is 
often accomplished; that the earlier the child who exhibits 
s-ymptoms of maladjustment is treated,_ the less likely he is 
to become delinquent; that the earlier overt evidences of 
delinquency are d~alt with, the less likely is the delinquency 
to be repeated.· 
1 JI~aly, 13ronner and. Others in 11ReeonstructiRg Behavior . 
in Youth'' state: 
"Cessation of truancy i.s a long step toward. cessation 
of delinquency in general, because it is so common to find 
stealing, staying ·out at night and sexual misbehavior assoc-
iated with truancy. This relationship is easily understood. 
when we consider that truant boys and. girls find great 
.... I 
1. William Healy, .A. F~ Brenner, E.M.H. Baylor, and .r. P. 
Murphy, Reconstructing Behavior in Youth, New York,· Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1929, p. 37~ · 
) 
!i 
!I:. 
q ' i: . 
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opportunities ~or associating with bad. companio~s, themselves 
generally truants. 
So far as prognosis is concerned, it goes without saying 
that truancy ·in itsel~ is a remedial o~~ense, and the outlook 
is very good ll the causations o~ the trouble are met. Again 
the value o~ early d.etection and. trea-tment of truancy as an 
indication o~ maladaptive behavior before the pattern of 
. conduct is indelibly stamped on the personality of tbe child 
. l 
is shown in the studies by Shaw ?nd McKay. They found . that 
for the period. of 1917-1923 approximately one half o~ the 
delinquents who had. been truants were recidivists. For the 
-
1927-1933 perro9 approximately one· third o~ the delinquents 
who had been truants were recidiv~sts. ·In comparison, the 
delinquents f'or both .periods who had not been truants, aver-
aged only about one fourth of the r~cidiv.ists. The data 
indicate. that a ·dis-proportionately large precentage_ o~ 
truants became delinquents as ~ompared. to non-truants, and 
,. 
that truants are more frequently recidivists and are com-
mitted oftener. 
That truancy is directly related to conditions Which 
result in more serious delinquencies if not discovered and 
relieved, is brought out by the fact that of eight hundred 
l. Op. Oi t . , pp. _110 -lll. 
~ 
.. ..,., 
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twelve cases in which the school behav1or of the delinquents 
was. known, the Gluecks,1 in the~ study of juvenile delin-
quents, found that s1x hund.red eighty four boys or ej_ghty-
f1ve per· cent of them truanted. or otherw.i.se ser1ously ms-
behaved in school. 
The successful adjustment of the chlld cannot be at-
ta-ined unt1l the causes and not the symptoms are treated., 
1 as A1chorn2 states: 
. 
11Wh.en we look at d1ssocial behav1or, .or symptoms of 
delinquency, a·s d1stinct from delinquency, we see 
the same relat1on a~ that betweenthe symptoms of a 
d1sease.and the disease itself. This parallel en-
ables us· to regard truancy and the like as symptoms 
of delinquency, just as fever, inflammat~on and 
pain. are symptoms of' disease. If the phys1cian 
limits him$elf to clear1ng up symptoms, he does not 
necessarily cure the d1sease. Our task is to remove 
the cause rather than to eliminate the overt behavior. 11 
The causes of truancy are known to reach into every de-
partment of. the school and the home. It may be truancy by 
choice on the part of the child., or frequently 1 t .is the 
fault. of the :parents or the school or again, a -eombination 
of all these factors. may be involved. Mental defect, phys~ 
1cal defect, unhappiness in school and. difficulties at home 
are all factors iri the causation of truancy. 
As in any form of malad.justment the c.auses are numerous 
l. Op. Cit., p. 95 
2. Augt:;I.st Aichorn, Wayward Youth, New·York, The V:iking Press, 
1935, pp. 38-39. 
and complex and, therefore, all.the more difficult to 
- - l discover-. BUrt - cites it thusly: 
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·
11The truant and the wanderer are less annoying than 
the thief, but- often hard.er to comprehend. · Here, 
perhaps, more than any other offense, the causative 
factors. are manifold; they are certainly more obscure; 
and supject:l.:ve and. objective conditions are intricate-
ly laced. together. Once again, therefore, the hidden 
or perhaps half-conscious motives have first to b~ 
·-fathomed., and then furnished. wilih forms of satisfaction 
less precarious. u . 
~hat the treatment of truancy should not only be thor-
ough but there should be ~<?ntinued interest and understand-
ing, has come to be recognized by authorities in the field 
of delinquency. 
The Massachusetts Child Oouncil2 reports: 
uit is ·only by some continttity that the disadvantages· 
or the disabilities that mark all cases are overcome. 
It is only so that whatever gain to the child. comes 
from. temporary effort in his behalf are made secure, 
the troubles overcome .a:Q.d the rescue from a develop-
ing. disorder made as certain as is po_ssible. .The 
first .truancy, on however slight a pretext, is. a 
challenging symptom of some need. in the child. 1 s life. u 
2. The Extent of Truancy 
The exterit ·of truancy is debatable. ·only in a school 
1 system suff'iciently interested in its youth to be willing 
' . i . . 
to appropriate the_funds necessary to employ a trained staff 
l. Op. Cit., p. 476. 
2. Op. Cit., p. 113. 
-----------------~--------------------------~------
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of workers, be they school ~ocia+. workers, school visitors 
. I . 
or su:_rervisors of attendance can a picture ev:en .r~motely 
resembling the true situation be drawn. Most urban school 
systems are adequately staffed and therefore their statistics 
! 
are fairly accurate. Unfortunately many suburban apd. rural 
, school systems are sadly understaffed. with personnel compe-
tent to work with truants or they are so overloaded With 
other duties, · remote from· -attendance that they have little 
time to spend. on tJ;e determ:Lnation of truancy or its causes 
and. treatment. 
Attention is directed to.tbe statement of Reckless 
l. 
and Smith: 
11 Truancy is an offense which·is tremendously wide-
spread, much more so than any type of delinquency; 
but the number of chronic truants is· only a frac-
tion of all the unexcused absences from school ... 
The number of complaints of truancy for the entire 
country, if a.ll communities were covered as meticu-
lously as New York, would. be almost past belief. 
Likewise, the number of truants in the country is 
very large, but there is no accurate way of esti-
mating the figure. 11 · . 
It ·is interesting to look back at the statistics issued. . 
. by the-superintendent of the New York Schools2at about the 
time that Reckless and Smith were coll€wting their data. 
1. Walter· 0. Reckless 'and Mapheus Smith. Juvenile Delin-
quen1, New York, Mc(}raw-Itill Book Company, Inc., 1932, 
p. 16 . .. - . 
2. The 33rd. Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools, 
City of New York, 1930-1931. 
f~ 
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:1 The figures, based on average da~ly register for the school 
year 1929-1930~ for the elementary grades only, showed that 
of. a total school population~ both public and par'ochial~ 
' 
f'or these grades of 968,6~3L 3668 or 3 .. 8 per cent per 
thousand were truants. Further~ of this latter group~ 
1579 or 1.6 per cent per thousand, were listed as serious 
truants. 
That truancy: is an important problem :In relation to 
delinquency bas been indicated. Seventy-five per cent of' 
the juvenil~s includ.ed in the Glueck 1 stUdy of' delinquents 
began their careers by truatiting. 
:L 
Oyril Burt states: 
"Next to theft, truancy is the. commonwest of' all juven-
ile offenses. As stealing is· the typical o:ff.ense of' the 
older. time-hardened delinquent, so wand.ering away, whether 
:from home or from school, is the typical .o:f:fense of' the 
younger. 11 
In all studies of delinquency, trl!I.Sncy plays a major 
role. For example, Drucker and. Hexter3 published a study 
of' twenty-:four case histories dealing·with various forms of 
l. Op. Cit., :p. 95. · 
2. Op. Cit.~ p. 435. 
Saul Drucker and Maurice Beck Hexter ~ Children Astra!, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts~ Harvard University Press,923. 
.. I 
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juv~nile delinquency.. Through.out these histories runs the 
thread - and an important one, of truancy, either before 
more serious anti-social behavior or during it. 
In a graph1.c description. of how truancy can lay the 
· cornerstone for a life of criminality~ Clifford Sh8w1 
relates· in "Brothers in Crime,, H the life sto-ries of five 
brothers, all crimina.ls. Thety each tell their story in 
·turn and in considerable ·aet8iil. The major portion of their 
early seri:ous delinquencies f!Uch as theft and begging oc-
curr>ed d.tlring the time when they were truants from school. 
None of the brothers made a happy adjustment in school and. 
eventually graduated. fr~m delinquencies to adult crimes. 
In the Cambridge ~somerv:Llle Youth Study, Powers and 
Wit.lule~2 found that the· percentage of truants among the 
delinquents studied ra·n as high as 86.7 per cent and con-
cluded that truancy is closely related to delinquent behav-
ior, more closely in fact than the intelligence quotient 
or the degree of retardation. 
All research in th1.s. fi:eld :points to the dispropor-
tionately large numbers of boys who choose this method of 
l. 
2 . 
Clifford R. Shaw, Brothers in Crime, Chicago, Illinois, 
University of Chicago Press, 1938. . . . . 
Edwin Powers and Helen vvi tmer, .An ~eriment in the Pre-
. : vention of Delinquency,. New York, Oiumbia University 
Press, 1951, p. 265. · · 
I. 
r 
~ . 
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express1ng their revolt or f;rustration. Reckless and. 
Smith1 refer. to a study of 7,354 cases of truancy in 
Cbi'cago. Of this number, onl-y. . 769 were girls. 
In a study of 1,14-5 delinquents in Omaha, 1922-1927 
Sullenger2 found that truancy alone composed 14-.8 per cent 
of the total cases, but tr~ncy was found to be at the 
base of at least ninety per cent of th$ delinquency cases 
studied, as far as it could be determined. 
The extent of truancy has been indicated, but that 
such large numbers of malad jus ted youth· have b~.en allowed 
to continue in the paths of more serious delinquencies un-
recognized or unaided by any of the constructive elements 
of the community is alarming. 
When reporting the findings of the Omaha s"tudy, 
. 3. 
Sull~nger stated: 
11Boys were almost twice as truant· as girls. Immorality 
ranked equal to truancy in number, but of course was 
confined mostly to girls,. as sexual offenses, as such, 
are infrequent among boys. Mo.st of the girls who were 
immoral committed the offenses while they were truant. 
On the other. hand, the boys exceeded the girls in 
theft of:fense by more than fourteen times. Petty 
theft is .. a common :pastime in semi-organized gangs 
wbile truant.11 • 
l. Op. Cit., p. 161. 
2. T. Earl Sullenger, Social Determinants in .Juvenile De-
linquenct, ·New York, Johri Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1936, · 
pp. ll3-l4- ~ . . ' ' - . 
3. Op. Cit., p. 117. 
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A more recent study of girl delinquents in Seattle by 
Mary Louise Webb1 showed that the sexual delinquent :pattern 
-started W:i.t:P.-feelings of shame or dissatisfaction about the 
home which led to o:pe:p. rebellion or chronic truancy. The 
author further showed that delinquent habits o:ften began 
-
during :period.s of truancy; ·first by harmless ·trips down-
town, always vTith some other maladjusted girl; later by 
attending movies or all-night lunchrooms and dance -halls; 
and finally by frequenting taprooms and cheap hotels. This 
is :probably the conventional :pattern. 
On the basis o:f-reports to the U. S. Ohildren•s Bureau, 
Oarr2 estimated that one per cent o:f,ths ruition 1s 17,000,000 
children, 10 to 16_ years of age inclusive, :passed through 
the. juvenile courts each year :prior to the war. The rate 
has increased since this estimate wss made, but any estimate -
is only :partially accurate, owing to inadequate coverage and 
to other inadequa~ies o:f numerical data. 
Juvenile court ~ses constitute only a :part of the 
total cases of:ficially handled, and the officially handled 
cases cqnstitute only a fraction o:f the total number o:f 
delinquents. I:f unof:ficial cases could also be included 
-
.1. Mary Louise Webb, HDelinquency in __ the Making; Patterns in 
the Developi!l(3nt .of. qirl Se~ Delinquency in the. City o:f 
Seattle . 11 Journal o:f Social Hygiene, Vol. 26- (~arch, 
1948) w~ 5o2-51o. ·_ · · - i -- _ · 
'I 
- . -
2. Lowell J. Carr, Deliilquency Control. New York, Harper 
and B~others, 1941, :p. 37. 
f: 
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with any degree of accuracy, the total would be muc:q.. higher. 
Considering all these, it is readily understandable how im-
possible it is to estimate accurately the volume of delin-
quency. 
Kahn1 estimates that in urban areas of the United 
States~ roughly 12 per cent of all pupils are absent from 
school on a given day. He also reports as follows: 
"In New York City between 65 and 70 per cent of 
cases referred after investigation are considered. 
to be lawful, and between 30 and. 35 per cent unlaw-
ful. Fair estimate is that not over 15 per cent· 
and. probably closer to 10 per cent represent truancy. 11 
It would. seem, therefore, that considerably more em-
phasis should be put on truancy, that it shoulct be recog-
nized. by all who work with childr~n, for what it rightly 
is; a definite symptom of mal.ad.justment. From its recog-
7 • 
nition sh~uld. immediately stem:a sincere effort to learn 
its causes and to assist the child in subst·i tuting equally 
satisf'ying but more socially accepted patterns_ of behavior. 
To accomplish the latter the school must be ready to call 
upon and work with, any agency in the community for the 
best interests of the child. 
1. Alfred J. Kahn., · 11Who Ar.e Our. Truants?" Federal Proba-
tion, ~rch 1951,-:15: 35·.:.40-. 
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3 Causes of Truancy and Other Delinquent Behavior 
Most authorities writing about delinquency agree with. 
l Burt's - eaTly findings: 
"But truancy, ·lik6 other offenses,· may arise from 
many different causes, and the contributory fac-
tors at work are much the same here as elsewhere. 
Bad companions, poor home discipline, th.e attrac-
tion of the st;reets, the desire to earn money, a 
distaste for a p~rticular lesson or a dislike for 
a particular teacher - all may play their part. 11 
... "::· 
-
Despite this agreement that truancy and all forms of 
delinquent behavior are the result of numerous and varied 
causes, there are _many who feel that in each indiv:idual 
case there exists one outstanding causal factor. Maude 
2 Merrill , for example, reports from the psychiatric point 
of view that the capacity of the individual to withstand 
adversity is the dominant :factor. The prec~pitating or 
exciting cause of the particular dramatic episode that con-
stitutes a delinquent act may not only be obscure but 
also totally unimportant.. Every individual has his break-
ing-point, and that brea~-:point is not the same for one 
individual as for another.· Socio-economic pressures, un-
satisfactory home or school conditions or unhappy parent-
--
child relationships are contributing factors leading to · 
that breaking-point. 'When sufficient emotional reaction to 
l. Op. Cit., p. 437. 
2. Maude ·A. ·Merrill, Problems of Child Delinquenct'· Boston,· 
M8ssac1;msetts, Houghton Mifflli'i Co., ~1947, _ p. 4. 
II 
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these contributing factors has be€7n built up in the child 
it takes but slight provocation_ in many instances to tip 
~he scales in the favor of deiinquent behavior. 
. . 
This theory would appear to be one answer a~ to why 
one or more children in a family will become delinquent 
while the other siblings will show no signs of delinquency. 
Again, c;m a connnuni ty level we :find. large numbers of delin-
quents coming from the lower· socio-economic areas, but 
thousands of other children· grow up under the same unfav-
orable circumstances and, still are not delinquent. 
. 1 
Aichorn embraces a similar point_ of view stating: 
11 There must be something in the ch;Lld himself.· 
wJ;lich the environment brings out in the form 
of Qelinquency •. If for the moment we call.this 
unlmown something.a predisposition to delinquency, 
we have·the factor without which an unfavorable 
environment can have no power over -the child . The 
predisposition to delinquency is not a finished 
product atbirth but is determine9 by the emotional 
relationships, that is, by the first experiences. 
which the environment forces upon the. child . This 
does not IJlean that every child so predisposed will 
become delinquent.- Bad company, street influences 
and the llke, factors which are not the underlying 
causes of delinquency but the direct or indirect 
provocati_on,. also play· a part. 11 -
Porterfield2 feels that the parent-child relationship 
1. Op • Gi t . , p . 4l . 
2. Austin L. Porterfield, 11 Parents a:qd -Gther Complainants 
in the Juvenile Court, 11 . in Bulwarks A~ainst G;r-ime, 
p. 65; Yearbook of the National Proba:~ion and Parole · 
Association, New York; National Probation and ~arole 
Association,- 1948. 
II 
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is paralnount and states: 
"Parents whose children appear in court are of'ten 
real problema within- themselves. Nothing is clearer 
than a vast amount of' prenatal rejection of' offspring. 
Indeed. the experienced observer can readily develop 
pictures of parents by the responses of' their :children, 
and the study of parent-child. relationships will some 
day clarify to· a greater degree why some children who' 
stand before barriers and become frustrated, go out 
of' the. field of' normal and socially-acceptable striving 
for culturally approved values to follow Omar's ideal 
of' 1world shattering', while others go out of the 
field in the other direction to become the 'world 
Shattered I • II 
That the emotional immaturity of' the child as a basic 
factor in delinquency is considered of' great importance by 
l . Cole especially in the family relationship as: 
"The delinquent child has usually failed to develop 
normal emotional ties With his f'alnily. · He generally 
shows little attachment to his parents, he does- not 
want to follow their guidance, or to obey them, 
and he retaliates against them b7t d.oing deliberately 
the things to which they object. 1 
Harriet Goldberg2 maintains that· while there is no 
single cause of' delinquency, the most pervasive element 
producing misconduct is lack of' a stable home life. She 
defines a stable home as: 
1. 
2. 
11 
••• one· in which there is marital harmony between 
parents, regularity of' living with a respect f'or 
orderly behavior and fairness, familial affect-ion, 
L~ella Cole, PsycholoSf of' Adolescenc4s New York, 
Rlllehart and (Jompany, nc • , .1948 > p. • 
Harriet L. Goldberg, Child Offenders, New York, 
Grune and Stratton, 1949, pp. 180-181. 
II, 
'' 
though not to the extent o~ overindulgence~ 
together.with careful sul?ervisi.on and guidance 
of. a child's activiti.es. 
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Cl~sely paralleling this point of view is Neumeyer's~ 1 
claiming: 
11The family i.s one of the basi.c soci.al inst:l.tuti.ons 
and i.t is the outstanding pri.mary g:r,>oup. It is 
potentially the most effect:!-ve agency of social con-
trol. A normal family bas long been regarded as the 
bes~ i.nsUJ?ance against deliriquency. Oontrari.wi.se~·a 
f'amily·that is. broken by-divorce~ deserti.on~ separa-
tion or> death or that functions inadequately as a 
social unit~ is handicap]>ed in ear~ on its . 
res:ponsi bili ties toward the children .. n · 
It cannot be denied. that the influence of the home and. 
family circle plays a major role in the :personal;Lty of' the 
child ·.:who is growing. and developing in its midst~ but another 
school of thought challenges its prominence among the insti-
tutions that affect that developnent~ and would. instead 
place the school in that position. 
~ 
Ellingston2 is one of the more emphatic proponents 
of t~s theory and has stated.: 
11The extent to which the. school helps to make delin-
quents measures the distance it lags,behind. its OWn destiny. 
The school belongs at the center of social action f'or the 
r_escue o:f maladjusted children and for the prevention of' 
delinquency. 11 
1. Op. Cit., p. 111. 
John R. Ellingston~ Protecting Our Children :from Criminal 
Careers, NewYork, Prentice-Hall~ ~c~~ 1948, pp. 278-279. 
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He cites th~ failure of the school to recognize its 
value as a pr~ventJ,.ve agency but also condemns as its 
greatest fault the assembly-line methods o:f teaching, prev-
alent.~ so many school systems as follows: 
11The school cannot permanently evade the major roie 
- in c-entrolling d.elin.quency. But it will not :fill 
_that role creditably until it completes the trans-
formation from a factory for molding all children 
to .the same pattern into a center of buman relation-
ships and. experiences f'avorable to the fullest 
development of each individual child .• tt 
Although most educators and other school personnel 
will agree that the sehool has endless ()pportunities a.nd 
a great responsibility as the first agency to come in sys-
, 
tematic contact with every young child during his formative 
years, there are some who feel that the school is extending 
. -· 1. itself over too great an -area. Tappan cites the attitudes 
I 
of this group with whom he agrees when he writes as follows: 
liThere is much that the school ca:nnot and should. not 
[:Je expected to do . The community and often educators 
themselves are sometimes addicted to quite unrealis-
tic exten.sion and elaboration of' the teacher's func-
tion in loading upon the school burden after burden 
that some other social· institution is· attemj;>~j_ng to 
avoid; the community has attempted to shift ·over to . 
the school system parental training, religious and , . · 
moral inculcation, civic education, character building, juvenile court functions, recreational leadership and 
many other tasks. All this in spite of the fact that 
the school has beer::t shown to be incompetent in person-· 
nel, equipment a.nd leadership for even its most 
Paul W. Ta:ppan, Juvenile Belinquenc~, New York, Mc-Graw-
Hill Book .Company, Inc. , 1949, p. ~0 .. 
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pressing task or formally inculcating knowledge and of 
passing on the cultural heritage._ It is an illusion 
to expect tea~hers to discharge additional tasks before 
-educatiDnal budgets are ·large enough·to ensure good 
instruction by a sufficiently large and competent 
staff." · 
With the knowledge that the years spent in acqUiring 
his edu~tion the child is building the iotinaatiorkor the 
- I 
. ; 
remainder or··his life, can a line be drawn whe.re- -formal 
education ends .and character building an6 moral and relig-· 
ious learning begins? Are_ not recreational activities a 
part of learning? These are partly answered. by Morganl 
when he states: 
11The teacher may argue that .she has nothing to do 
with the training_of other than·tbe intellectual 
parts of the pupil-s personality. The fact remains 
that the child. is in the cias·:sroom a fourth of his 
working life, and. this fourth may have more to· do . 
with the formation of his character than all the 
res-e put together. For· this reason the teacher 
·has .not fulfilled· her purpose until she bas taught 
her pupils helpful character habits as well as. the 
academic subje·cts required by law. n 
On the whole, educators agree that the school must not 
only furnish insfliruction but also serve· as a laboratory for 
training in social relationships. The task of the school 
is two-sided.; :first, to give instruction to furnish tools 
:fo<r> intellectual progress, to supply certain ~acts and motor· 
abilities d§?emed important -in modern lifej secondly, it must 
develop emotional atti tude.S in the child that -tend. to make 
. 
it socially lJlil:lded. to prepare :for life and to make a good citizen. 
l. Jobn J. B. Morgan, The Psyoholo§?) of the Unadjusted School 
Child, New York, The Macmillan o._, _ 1935, pp. 7=8.-
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It is agreed, among most of those who work closely With 
truants arid other delinq1,1en.ts that both the home arid the 
school must share the re-sponsibility for the anti-soc1.al 
1 behavior. In truancy~ as 1.rl any form of delinquent bebBv-
ior_, 'Wba~ever the. causes and conditions may b~_, the habit 
once established_, becomes a part of the chi.ld. 1 s personal 
make-up and. add.s to the d1.ffi.aulty of readjustment. 
. . . l 
Healy and. Bronner aite a diver-s1.ty of determinants 
as follovs: 
ncontrast cases of the simple offense, truancy. One 
boy may be avoi.d1.ng a situat1.on in which he:fu,els_ 
inad.ec;tu.ate and discouraged:; another bas d.ev~loped. 
out of family llfe antagoEism to all forms of 
authority - school representing one form; another 
has s·uch ~need or recognition that, even though he 
does not d:J.Sl1ke school, he truants in order to 
be 11 a regular fellow" with his companions; still 
another is the vi.ctfm of_peculiar anxieties which 
make the. classroom hateful to b1m. 11 
Although great strides have been made 1.n the past fifty 
years in- an attempt to understand the causations of del1.n-
quen.cy, only through th,e combined. eff'orts of every agency 
in the community, and the cooperation or each member of ~hose 
agencies can we continue to move fo:pward. to a more complete 
-I -
understanding of the problem. 
William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New Li~t on Delin-
~ency and Its ·rrreatment, New. Haven_, Yale Um..versity 
_ess, 1936, p .. 6. - - · . . -
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ll 
A milestone has been :Peached, with the understanding 
'!I 
lj that no one element of the ph\}1's1.cal, mental, social or 
environmental life of the child will cause maladjustment. 
11A ~elinquent act is comrnitted.only when just the correct. 
combination of personal and. social factors come into exis-
tence to create a specified delinquent situation. The 
same .. apparent combination of factors might not produce a 
. Ill 
delinquent act the next time they are brought together. 
l. Negley K. Teeters and Jobn Otto .Reinemann, The Challenge 
of Delinquency, New York, Prentiqe-Hall, Inc., 1950, p. 212. 
OHAP.rER III 
Research Procedures and Findings 
Collection of data. The data were collected for one 
' . 
full year, January 1~ 1951 to January 1, 1952, with the 
pr:ilrlacy" ·purpose. o:r determining all truants for that period 
in a specified area of a large Metropolitan scho.ol system. 
' The absentees were referred to the supervisor of attendance . 
on the day of absence by the classroom teacher with the 
following exceptions: 
: 
, I 
1.. When the teacher had authentic information that 
the absence was e~cusable due to such circum-
stances as: 
a. personal illness 
b. quarantine because of contagious disease 
in the family 
c. death in the family 
d. appearance in court 
e. ·attendance at a clinic 
2. "When the child • s past record. of attendance has 
been good the teacher may at her own discreTiion 
and With her intimate lrn.owledge of the child allow 
two continuous days of absence without'referral. 
Gnthe third. daycof continuous absence a ref'erral 
is· automatically made "When no information bas been 
received from the family. -
i This second. exception is very flex:i.ble so that no pupil -
l j 
can plan to absent himself' for two cori.tinuous days and return 
! 
i 
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to school on the third" day thereby preventing investigation. 
The teachers 1n· this district are particularly alert to the 
dangers of unexp~ained absence with ·the result that almost 
all absences were referred and investigated on the first 
day except in .. such cases as are listed in Item 1. · 
Although thi,s method. puts a heavier burden on the 
teacher, requiring her to fill out numerous referral cards 
giving the pertinent data, and. on the supervisor of atten~ 
dance requiring hundreds of home visits to legitimate absen-
tees the results are most gratifying: 
1. To the parent for the inter.est shown in the child. 
and" the qpportunity to talk to a representative 
of the school. · 
2. To the child. who is· pleased to learn he is missed .. 
It frequently strengthens his feeling· of belong-. 
ing to the group. 
3. To theteacher, for as a result of these home 
visits, she lear.11s more about the child.' s home 
lif-e and the :parents 1 atti:tudes than she other-
wise. could. as the teachers :in this school system 
do not make visits to the homes. With this 
added insight a better understanding of·the child 
and his needs is established. 
4 •. To .the supervi.sor. of attendance ·for the opportunity 
to obse~ve the child in.his natural setting and. to 
know his parents and family. Add.ed to this is the 
opportunity to interpret the aims of the school to 
the parents and to interpret the attitudes and 
desires- o:f the parents to the school. Through .the 
medium o:f friendly, . helpful home· rts:tts. the super-
visor~of attendance can in reality be the liaison 
·person bridging the gap between the home and. 
school,-bringing the two more closely together. 
In any case where there· was a record of a truancy 
~ven though it may be but a single incid.ent, the absenteeism 
I 
I 
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was investigated on the first day unless. the parent had. 
notified the sehool·and the excuse was legitimate. It goes 
without saying that the ·truant rarely is pleased to learn 
that he is missed.. Occasionally~ his :parent is not too hap-
PY to learn of his derilict.ion~ preferring ignorance of the 
act rather than t~e necessity of facing the problem~ 
Media selected. Direct obs~rvat~on and. personal inter-
views were the two major tools ttilized in the determination 
of truancy and the collection of such data as: 
1. Type of home 
2. Economic status 
3. Broken home 
4. Working mother 
5. Size of f~y 
6. Position in family 
7. Nativity of parents 
8. Crowding of living quarters 
9. Sources of income 
10. · Olub membership 
11. Church attenclance 
12. Attitude toward. school 
13. Subject preferences and dislikes 
14. Relationships with parents and siblings 
15. Physical defects 
Examination of school. records. as well as interviews 
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'With teachers provided such data on intellectual status as: 
l. Intelligence Quotient 
2. Grade level achi'eved 
3. Number of years below grade 
4. Scholarship 
5. Number of grades repeated 
The school health records and conferences with the school 
n.urses, in conjunction with interviews with the child and. fre-
quently his parent combined to give a fairly accurate picture 
of the child t s physical condition. In some cases where a 
visiting nurse had. a close and a oti ve interest in a child 
or his family, she too, was interviewed. 
The family of each truant was registered_with the Social 
Service Index to.obta:Ln the number and names of all soc:ial 
agenc:Les render:Lng services to the family past or present. 
This not only verified some of the economic factors but also 
prov:Lded informat:Lon of court records of_. the truants and 
siblings. A data-gathering sheet was used. for ea-ch truant, 
as seen in t~e appendix. 
Of the approxiiDately 3200 ch:Lldren residing in this 
district a total of 129 boys anrl girls were truant at one 
t:Lme or-another in the course of the yeaJ?. 
The data supplied. in· this study will be used toward a 
mere co~plete nnderstan~ing o~ these pupils and like groups, 
as well as background. material for more effective treatment 
· of maladjustment. 
.. 
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Screening. From the beginning every truant was worked 
with closely and. a complete record. kept of his home and 
~ . school· environmenta:l factors whether · or ·not a prior-history 
of truancy existed or not. This was necessary since there 
was no way of predicting whether a truancy was simply the 
expression of an impulsive adventurous fling or one :phase 
of a pattern of behavior that would. eventually become chronic. 
At the completion of the year, the record.s of 129 · tru-
ants were assembled, wit:Q. more than twice as many boys as 
girls, (87 boys and 42 girls). Since these 129 truants were 
' composed of boys and. girls with varying numbers of truancies 
,, 
. : 
· t on their reco:r'ds it seemed. illogical ·and unfaii- to include 
those who had. <;>n only one occasio:a_ given vent to their desire 
· '· -to tread. another path other than the one to· the classroom. 
For this reason, at the beginning of the classification of 
. .data all cflildr~n who had truanted but ence d.uring the en-
tire year were seP8rated from the others. 
· Although .two truancies in a school year cannot be 
considered a serious offense, those children with two tru-
ancies to· their record were included. in the final statistics 
since the element of re:petition is present .. 
The single truants totalled 36 or 27.8 per ceBt of the 
whole 129 consisting of 21 boys and 15· girls. · 
~~ 
:\I 
II d 
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Table I. Grad.e Placement of Pupils with a Single Truancy 
Grad.e :Qlace:ment Number Per Cent 
Girls Boys 
Per Per 
Total number with N Oent N Cent 
One Truancx: ·21 1o.2 12 11.1· 36 27·2 
Grade I 0 o.o 1 0.8 1 0.8 
Grade II 2 1.5 1 0.8 3 2.3 
Grade III 4 3.1 0 o.o 4 3.1 
Grade IV 0 0.0 1 0.8 1 0.8 
Grade V 1 0.8 0 0.0 1 0.8 
Grade.VI 2 1.5 2 1.5 4 3.1. 
Grade VII 8· 6.2 3 2.3 ll· 8.5 
Grad.e VIII 3 2.3 2 1.5 5 " 3.9 
Grade IX 1. 0.8 1 0.8 2 1.5 
Grad.e X 0 0.0 1 0.8 1. 0.8 
Grade XI 0 o.o 1 0.8 1 0.8 
Special Class 0 o.o 2 1.5 2 1.5 
Table I shows that every gr_ad.e·. is represented. from 
Grade I through Grade XI and the special classes by those 
ehildreri who tried. truancy and. for -one or many ·reasons did. 
. \ . - . 
not feel that iihe ex:Perience .was wortl;l repeating. Grade 
XII is net represented as most pupils at tbat level''are 16 
years. of age· or over and. this study was kept within that 
. . - ) 
age limit. 
lit 
. i 
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The district :from which this sample was taken. The 
area used for this study is the oldest section of an old 
city with none · of the ad.vantages of modern city pla~g. 
Its proximity to the waterfront which was a great ad.vantage 
t.o t'.he founding fathers has caused. the desirability· of the 
district as a residential neighborhood to d.eteriorate With 
the years. ManUfacturing and connnercial establishments en-
circle it. The homes are- all mult~-family d~ellings most 
· of which are three quarters of a century or more old.. The 
. 
majority of the pu:ild,ings have commercial activities su9h 
as stores, taverns, shops or cafes on the street floor with 
the teE.ements _-,rising four or five flights above. 
The 'two main arteries of traffic dissecting the dis-
trict havea never-ending flow of tran.sportation while most 
of the other streets are so narrow that even with one way 
traffic regulations they are continually clogged with lines 
of motor vehicles. There are no parks with grass a:n.d trees~­
No home boasts a lawn or a flower gard.en. Almost every :foot 
of land. is utilized with each building meeting the . sidewalk. 
This district has all the characteristics of physical ji . . 1 . 
'1. deterioration and declining population that Shaw noted 
1. Clifford R. Shaw,Delinquency Areas, Ch:i,cago, Illinois, 
University of Chicago Press, 1929, p. 198. 
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in his study of Chicago's delinquent ~opulation as an area 
of high delinquency rate. He also found that. the rates of 
truancy,_ d.elinquency and adult crime tended. to vary inversely 
in proportion to the distance from the_ center of the city. 
In general the nearer to the center of the city a given 
locality is the· higher will be its rate of d.elinquency and 
crime. 
· The study of the New York Crime Commission in New York 
1 . . 
Oity substantiated. the Shaw hypothesis reporting: 
"The conclusions which are drawn as to the main 
crim~ areas are as follows: 
(1) They are ... primarily areas. of decreasing 
population. 
(2) " ... that a majority of the.se areas of severe 
delinquency are ce:atral rather than peripheral, 
being located. in congested central areas com-
bining commerce, manufacturing arul hous~ 
rather than peripheral resid.ential areas. 
In th.e ·district of this study the population has been 
decre~sing for the past dec~de_ ,or more due to the whittling . 
away at its fringes to make way for more mercantile buildings. 
. . 
Because of this fact and that its boundaries meet those of 
-the center of the city, it seems fair to assume it is an' 
are~ of high delinquency potentiality. · 
In agreement with this . are the findillgs of Shaw and 
Sub-Commission on Causes and Effects of Crime, The 
Youtbfui Offend.er. Albany, New York, The Crime--
Commission of New York State, 1931, p. 125. 
L 
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1 McKay ·as a result of a stuo:y made of this metropolitan city 
for the four year . period. 1931 tl!lrough 1934 .· They r~ported 
the rate of delinquents for the city as a who:Le i{as 7.7, 
the median rate was 6.5 with a range rram 2.8 inone section 
. . 
· to 21.4 in the highest district. The. rate. of delinquents 
was computed. for each of these areas from a count of the 
court appearances of juvenile delinquents aged 7 to 16, re-
Siding in the area, both male and female, and . from the juv©nile 
population fbr the same age group in the area. The rate of 
d.elinquents for the community used in the present study was 
fourid. at that time to be 16.5, or the second highest rate 
in the entire metropoll tan area. 
Delinquency areas such as this, have other outstanding 
characteristics besides that of being an interstitial area. 
Bad housing identifies them. Bad in that it is run down, 
· unpainted, hidd.en from the sun, infected with rats and. vermin 
and. often equipped. with hall toilets that have to be shared. 
with many families .. Bad in that it is overcrowded. wi.th chil-
dren and. ad.ults of both sexes sleeping in the same rooms, 
denying to all any privacy of person or-possessions or emo-
tions. Bad in that it provides children no space. to p~~y and 
d.ri ves them into the streets, alleys and cellars. Bad in tba t · 
warehouses, connnercial and. manufacturing establisbments as. 
-
·well as traffic encroach on the dwellings. 
l. Clifford. R. S~w and Henry D. McKay, Juvenile Delin*I'ency 
and Urban Areas, Chicago, Illinois, University of O~cago 
Press, 1942, p. 2?1• . . . 
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1. The Findings 
Characteristics of the homes. Not·all these character-
_...... is tics fit the homes of every truant in this study but they 
I 
!I do apply to all in varying degree. None of these homes have 
'I 
central beating,/ the kitchen r{ge usually :fitted with an oil 
burner· is the common source of heat. All have electrici t:y. 
None of these homes have complete sanitary facilities. as a 
bathroom with tub, fll.'!-sh toilet an~ lavatory. Approximately 
20 per cent have hot water by connection With the kitchen 
range. 
General Appearance of home.· Despite the ·lack of such 
conveniences 35.5 per cent of the homes were rated as good 
in the adequacy of the furnishings and. general appearance, 
that is not only were they .su:ffic.ient for the fru:n.il:y 1 s needs 
but had added decorative features such as pictures, lamps and 
draper.ies showing evidence of careful selection. In 44 .l :per 
cent of the cases the homes were rated fair. Here, the furn-
ishings were adequate but because of less thoughtful~elec~ 
tion or poor arrangement and fewer decorative features, the 
general appearance was less attractive. Homes furnished in 
only the barest necessities such as tables, chairs and bed, 
_ with few of any other decorations constituted 20.4 per cent 
of the group and were rated poor . 
• 
...;a 
'· 
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Table 2. General-Appearance and Furntshings of Home 
Appearance Boys Girls Number Per Cent 
and Per Per 
FUrnishings N Cent N ·Cent 
Total 66 71 .. 0 27 29.0 93 100% 
Good. . 24 25.8 9 9.7 33 35.5 
Fair 32 34.4 9 9.7 41 44 .• 1 
Poor 10 10.7 9 9-7 19 20.4 
.. It is signiricant from Table 2 that the girl truants 
were equally represented in each classification. This 
would indicate tbat these girls ~re not markedly affected 
by the appearance of their homes, contrary to common opinion. 
More· than 5~ times as many boy truants came from those homes . 
rated as good and fair as ·came from homes designated as poor, 
pointing to the belief that the general appearance of the 
home has no relationship to a boy's adjustment. It is note-
worthy that only one fifth o:f the entire group came from 
homes rated as .poor. 
Cleanli.l1ess • A three-point seale of good., fair and :poor 
was used in ratimg- these hemes for cleanliness and neatness .. 
- - -
The deserip:t:Lon good was used when the home was orderly, the 
\ 
curtains clean, the furniture-dusted, the stove polished and 
the floors and rugs Showing ev~qenc~ of good housekeeping. 
· The rating fair indicated a general cleanliness but with less 
11· 
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evidence of neatness and ·orderl-iness. The designation poor 
was used when t~ hom~ was habitually disorderly with dirty 
dishes and pans cluttering table or sink, soiled clothing 
thrown about on the floor or chairs, beds continually un- . 
made, with dirty_ ceverings and. bed linen in evid.ence. 
Despite the crowdedness and lack of proper sanitary 
cond.itions, Table 3 speaks well for the ·housewive.s of this 
· area· with· 87. per cent of the homes rating good or fair. 
:Without a doubt many of the latter group would ordinarily 
be rated. good if more room were available for the size of 
the family. Considering the disadvantages ·it is remarka.ble 
that almost-one half (4743%) were rated. a~ good., while. only 
13 per cent were so unkempt-as to deserve the description 
of poor. There was a consid~rable amount-?f overlapping 
between the furnishings and the cleanliness of a home since 
most individuals who are interested. ent;;)ugb. in their home to 
-plan for and .. select attractive furnishings, generally main-
·tain them in the same careful manner. In some instances, 
however, although the furnishings ratedgood the cleanliness 
only rated fair and in other cases-where, probably due to 
economic reasons the furnishings rated. enly fair or :poor, 
the home was ke-pt so clean as to rate good.. 
•• 
.I!' I 
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Table 3. Cleanliness am Neatness of the Home 
OleaBliness Boys Girls Tot~l Total 
and. Per .. .;· ~ .... ·~ Per Per 
Neatness N Cent N Gent N Cent 
Total 66 71.0 27 29.0 93 100% 
Good 34 3(5.6 10 1.0.7 44 47.3% 
Fair 26 27.9 11,' 11 .. 8 37 39-7 
Poor 6' 6.5 6 6.5 12 13.0 
That the general orderliness and .. cleanliness of the 
home does not assume the proportions of an important factor 
in the lives of these children i.s indicated by Table 3, 
. -
which shows that 10 times as many boys came from homes rated. 
as good' and fair as came from .homes rated. as poor. The 
variancebetween the girls•· classi:fications is cop.sider~bly 
· less, vtl. th those coming from homes of good. and. :fair ratings 
totalling -~ time~. as many as the number or girls :from_ homes 
with poor ratings. '!· 
Overcrowding. An outstanding cbarac~er;L.stic o:f the homes 
of . these truants is crowdedness. This is indicated.· in Table-· 
. ' . . '. -· \ . 
. 4 which also re_veals_ the lack of' privacy for any -of t~e. · mem-
- ' 
bers of the families. Using the rule rec,oll1II1endedby housing ' 
standards that tbe number of rooms occupied by a family not 
be less. than the number o:f person,s in the fanrl.ly with a 
I 
.. !, 
!I 
II 
.I 
.: 
.I 
II q ii 
ii 
if 
II 
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"dec.encytt limit o:f 1.5 :persons :per room, we :find 64 o:f the 
93 tr~nts or 68.8 per cent ·live within the 11decency l1lnits •11 
Table 4. c:t~ow:d$dness of Home - :Nmnber of Persons Per Room 
:Number. of 
p·ersons -- ··· 
Per Room 
Total 
Within "Decen-
cy Limit~ 
0.6 - l.O \Be-
. tween 1 ~nd. 2 
rooms :per .. 
person 
1.0 - 1.5 
(Crowded)-
Oyercrowded.· 
1.6 2~0 
2.0 - 2.5 
2.5 - 3.0 
Boys 
·Per 
N Oent 
66 71~0 
47 50.5 
6 6.4 
4L- 44.1 
19 ~0.5 
8 
9 
2 
8.6 
9.7 
2.2 
Girls 
Per 
:N Oent 
27 .29.0 
17 .18.3 
0 0.0 
17 18.3 
10 .10.7 
4 
5 
1 
4.3 
5.4 
1.0 
Number· 
93 
64 
6 
12 
14 
3 
Total 
. Per 
Cent 
lOO.C$ 
68.8 
6.4 
62.4 
31.2 
12.9 
15.0 
3.2 
·The· remainder., 29 or 31.2 per cent of the group live 
in deciqedly overcrowded quarters. In some cases 10, and 
in one case 12 persons were living in fou;r> rooJTI.s. It is 
readily understandable why tO,ese children and.. youths would 
seek the streets and byways for their activ~tie~.· The 
opportunity for recreation in the home proportionately 
&.nool of Educ.uron 
Library .--
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diminishes with the increase in famil-y members. In the 
majority of these homes, the kitchen serves not only in 
its original role, but ·a.s dining room, living room and 
general meeting place for family and friends. The remain-
ing rooms -all serve as bedrooms • 
If more than one person per room is considered as 
crowded, it is found. that 87 of th~ 93 truants or 94 per 
cent are living in crowded homes. Of the Q6 boys, only six 
live in homes not considered crowded while of the 27 girls, 
all live in· crowded conditions. From tills data it would.-
appear that the crowdedness of a home does more toward 
conditioning the child's behavior tha~·any other single 
factor concerning the h9me. 
Broken Homes. Studies of delinquency have repeatedly 
reported that brokeri homes contribute to the delinquency of 
children. It is cormnonly believed that when the structure 
of the famiiy group is broken by death or the divorce or 
separation of parents some of the affectioru-and guidance 
required by the children is lost. A normally structured 
or unbroken home is one in which the nat~al parents ·are 
living together with their children ih the same home. 
Various studies have reported different proportionate 
findirigs as Merrill1 who cited. that 50.7 per cent of the 300 
delinquents studied came from broken homes. 
l. Op. Cit., pp. 66-67. 
2. Op. Oi t. , lh --135. 
2 Burt reported 
,..._ 
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broken homes .accounted for 61.3 r.per cent of families 0f 
1 . . . 
delinquents. Shaw and. McKay ln. a Chicago sampling of 1675 
delinquent boys appearing in the Gook Oonnty Juvenile Court 
in 1929 found. that 42.5 per cent came frcm broken homes. 
The Kvaraceus2 study f'ound 33.4 per .cent of' the delin-
quents coming from broken homes closely paralleling the 
results in this study of 33~3 per cent. When the totals 
of' both are broken d.oYln according to sex a greater dif'fer-
ence is noted.. In the Passaic research 42.7 per cent were 
girls and 30.3 per ·cent were boys, whi.le in the present study 
51.8 per cent were gipls and 25.8 per·cent were boys. Table 
5 shows. that the greater number of boys came from homes oro-
ken by the death of' one ·or both par~nts, while one half of' 
-.• ( ::.~ . . 
the girls came from homes broken by divorce. 
Table 5. Marital Status of Parents 
Marital Status ·Number of Children Per Cent of Children 
·Total B~s Girls TdEai Boys Girls All children 93. 'Z7 100 100 . 100 
Living Together 62 49 13 66.7 74.2 48.2 
., 
Broken Homes 31 17 14 33.3 25.8 51.8 
Wid,qwed. 10 7 3 10.7 10.6 11.1' 
Divorced 12 5 7 12.9 7.6 25.9 
Separated 9 5 4' 9.7 7.6 14.8 
l~ Cliff'ord. R. Shaw and. Henry D. McKay, "Social Factors in 
Juvenile Delinquency,-" Report on the Causes of' Crime, 
No. 15, Vol. II, National Commission on Law Observance 
and. Enf'orcement, Part IV, pp. 273-284. · 
2. Op. Cit., pp. 72-74. . 
J 
II· 
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It is significant --that two thirds of these children · 
came from complete family units; indicating that the stabil-
ity of the home may be of mere importance than its complete 
structure. 
I . . 
A broken home mlght well be preferred to a·com-
plete home if there· is affection, regularity of living and. 
familial respect, rather than a home where there is constant 
marital fricvion an~ disharmony between parents, drunken-
ness 'or immorality of one or both parents and. in general no 
intr~amilial respect or solidarity~ 
Q-oldberg1 cites this in 11Child Offenderstt as follows: 
"The significance <:>f a disturbed. and irregular· 
family life as a cause of youthful misbehavior can 
hardly be overemphas1zed. ·nestruetive parental 
.attitudes and~ patterns which often leads to a 
"broken .home11 are fonnd to have a more devastating 
effect :than the absence of one· parent from the 
household. All too frequently, it is not the 
11broken home" .but the personalities and. events 
which lead. to the disruption of the home that are 
responsible for the child.' s misconduct. 11 
.Family stability and. adequate.supervision are neces-
sary to the child. in the attainment of security. Although 
not every child whose h<:>me life is without stability will 
become a delinquent, the cha.nces. of developing an integrated. 
personality are less than f'or others. 
· In this stud:y. the girls appeared. to be affected by 
broken homes twice as much as the boys. Over one half' of 
the girls came from such homes· while only 26 per cent 
of the boys came from disrupted. homes. 
1. Harriet L. Goldberg, Op. Cit., pp. 180-181. 
,...,.. 
. .,.... 
·+: 
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II ' Mobility of' families. Frequent movings from one 
I! house to another is consid.er~d by many students of delin- · 
quency as having an adverse affect on .the child t s adjust-
jj ment especially in relation to his peer groups and his 
school progress. On the whole~ such moves as have bee~ 
made by these families,- ·were-made within .the neighborhood. 
and. rarely necessitated. school transfer or severing the 
ties of companionship. 
DUring the year thi~ study was in progress a consider-
able number of build.ings we:r;e marked. for d.emolition to make 
way for an arterial hlgb:way. This resulted in an exodus of -
most f'amilies thus affected., to one of the suburban commun-
i ties. Only three of the families of these truants moved. 
. . 
away, the others f'ound .. accormnod.ations in the same neighbor-
hood. 
The r~sidents of this area have a genuine affection for 
their neighborhood. Its population is mainly Italian and. 
even though many families could. well afford. to move to more 
mod.ern and. roomier quarters, for many reasons they. prefer 
to remain here. 
The f'ew non-Italian families residing here have been 
attracted by the low rentals plus its proximity to places 
of employment ·and. shopping areas. 
Table 6 shows the greatest J+umber (25) having lived. 
at their present address from one to tbree years. Fourteen, 
or more than one half of ~hat number have lived there 
.. :• 
The seco~ largest group are those of from.four to six years 
residence totalling 20 families. The third. group, of seven 
~o .nine years residence follows closely ~ith a total of 17. 
or the 93 truants studied 13% or 12 families have been in 
. the same house more than 15 years. The residence of the 
fami.ly was chosen for th:is data rather than the length o:f 
. residence during the life of the truants since it gave a 
clearer· picture of the stability of resid.ence. If. a truant. 
is seven years old at this time, to record that his family 
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lived. in one house durir.lg hi.s entire li:fe mea!fS :fa%':. less 
than to show the actual length of residence. In one case, 
·where a boy was the youDgest of a large family~ they had 
-
maintained. the same resid.enee for 39 years! Approximately 
half o:r the whole group or 49 per cent have ·11 ved in the 
same home from seven to more than fi:fteen years: 
2. The FamilY. 
Nativity of Parents. Social workers and criminologists 
. ' 
have· frequently alluded to the natural conflict of cultural 
and. ethical standard.s--and.· attitud.es ·between the American-
born younger generation and. the fol'@·ign-born elder. Since 
this is a homogeneous ar~a of' Italian background., there are 
no pro~lems arising :from race ~r nationality discrimination. 
In many respects it is a closely-knit comm~ty ·apart from 
the rest o:r the city in that Italian is spoken as often .as 
English while Italian newspapers printed. in the district 
are more widely read. than are the great dailies of the metro-
politan_area. on' all sides are scores of markets al'ld. stores 
disperisi:r;tg an abundance· o:r Italian foods • 
. 
The transition from the old. world standard.s to those 
of an American urban community has been slow and. gradual. 
+· -\ Most families have maintained the best of the old. traditions 
· modifying them somewhat to meet the needs of present-day 
society. 
II 
';: 
From Table.7 it can be noted .. that 37.6 per cent o:f the 
boy and girl truants had native-bern parents, wb.i.le 34.4 per 
cent had. foreign -born parents. Twenty..;.six truants or 28 per 
cent bad one foreign-born and. one native-born parent. 
The results here are inconclusive as to whether the 
·nativity of the ch:ild.ts parents in any way contributes to 
his. vulnerability to truancy since at first glance it would 
appear that the statistics. were weighted on·the side of the 
child. of native-born parents. 
Table 7.. Nativity of Parents 
Nativity Boys Girls 'f'otal Per 
or ,. Fer Per Number Cent 
Parents N Gent N Gent 
Total 66 71.0 27 29.0 93 lOa% 
BOTH Native 26 28.0 9 9.6 +. 35 37.6 
Ol:_le foreign 17 18.3 99 9.6 + 26 28.0 
-
Both foreign. 23 24.7 9 9.6 + 32 34.4 
Combining those with one foreign-.born parent, -however, 
with those havingboth parents foreign born, we :find. it con-
stitutes almost two-thirds of the entire group. This picture i.s 
further distorted. when we consider that in the majority o:f 
these mixed~birth marriages the woman was native born while 
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the husband V[aS :fO~~:Lgn born and that the mother 7 in most 
cases, plays the major role in guiding and supervx-sing 
the child. 
Inf?pecting the evidence f'rom this- angle, it would 
again appear that· the nati V?-:-born parent encounters more 
--
diff'iculty in supervising her child than does the f'oreign-
·born parent. It is highly significant that the girl truants 
are equally represented. in all three categories. If the 
nativity of' parents plays any part'in the causal :factors 
.of' maladjustment, according to this study,· it af'f'ects boys 
to a greater d.egree than girls. 
Number of' children in f'am:lly. - Although delinquents 
and <?-:ther malad.justed children are u.Sually believed to be 
members o:f large :families, this did. not prove to be ·fu>ue 
in this case. The mean number per :family is :four children. 
This corre-lates approximately with the average size of' 
:family throughout the United States. 
Families of' only t~ee cfuldre:t;l accolUlted. for nineteen 
truants or 20.4 per cent of the entire group; the largest 
unit in this classif'ication. The next three highest are 
:families of' five children amounting to 16 per cent; f'am-
ilies'of' :four children contributing 15.5 per cerit; and-
-
f'amilies of seven children totallly 13.9 per cent. Families 
of two children and eight children respectively, -are equal, 
both 9. 7 per cent each of' the whole group~ Includ.ed in the 
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families--· of nirie children or more were two families of fif-
teen a.nd one of thirteen children. Nevertheless this lat-
ter l.lllit contributed no more truants than did the families 
of six children - each 6.4 per cent. 
Table 8. · Number of Ohild.ren in. Family 
Boys ·Giris 
Number of Children Per Per Per 
in the FamilX N Cent N'· Cent Number Cent 
Total 66 71.0 27 29.0 93 100.0% 
Only Child 2 2.2 0 0.0 2 
Two Children 7 7.5 2 2.2 9 
Three Children · J) 14-.o 6 6.4 19 
Four Children 7 7.5 7 7-5 14 
Five ChildrEn 12 12.8 3 3.2 15 
Six Chl:ldren 4 4.3 2 2.2 6 
Seven. Children 10 10.8 3 3.2 13 
Eight Children 7 7.5 2 2.2 9 
Nine or More 
Children 4 4.3 2 2.2 6 
In this respect-it would seem that the size of the 
family alone does not affect the child• s personality 
to as great a degree as bas been frequently reported. 
2.2 
9.7 
20.4 
15.0 
16.0 
6 .5. 
.14.0 
' 9.7 
6.5 
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The Position in Family. The vu1nerab11ity o:f the 
:firs~born, the youngest or the only child. to the develop-
ment o:f behavior di:f:ficulties has been stress~d by various 
. authorities at one time or another in the past. Research 
o:f more recent data has emphasized the incidences ·'o:f delin-
quency ?ttributed. to the children in the intermediate 
position. 
Table 9 Position of Truant in FanE._ly 
Boys Girls Nilliiber Per 
Position in .. Cent 
Famfly N Cent N Cent 
Total 66 71.0 27 29.0 93 lOO.o% 
Only Child, 2 2. 2 0 0 . 0 2 2. 2 
First born 12 12.9 7 7.5 19 20.4 
Intermediate 
of three 5 5.4 2 2.2 7 7.6 
Intermediate 
of four or more 17 18.3 7 7-5 24 25.8 
Second. youngest 
o:f four or more 14 15.0 0 0.0 · 14 15.0 
Youngest 16 17.2 ll 11.8 27 29.0 
From Table 8 it would appear that the sj_ze o:f t;he 
,> 
:family was more significant to the intermediate child than 
the actual middle rank, since it is evident here that the 
middle cbild. of three children is next to the lowest score, 
'. 
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II 
j a total of seven truants or 7.5 per cent of the entire group. 
J! 
· The intermediate child, in farnil:i.es of four or more children 
accounts for 24 truants~ more than three times as many as 
the middle born child in a family of three children. 
In this st':J.dY the youngest boy seems to be more prone 
.· 
to anti-social behavior than the youngest girl since it is 
found that 59 per cent of the youngest group are boys. The 
youngest~· including both boys and .. girls account for 29 per 
cent of the entire number~·. followed closely by the inter-:-
med:i.ate child. from the larger family. 
There are but two boys in the 11 only obildu group as 
:few f8m:Llies in this area have but one child.. 
So frequently d.id. the second. yonngest boy appear in 
these data that the category was included although no girls 
are so recorded.. It appears from Table 9 that girls accept 
. . 
the new add:i. t:Lon to the family more read:i.ly than do boys. 
It :Ls possible that since these famil~es are Italian or of 
Italian descent that they place more importan~e on. the male 
- .. . 
child, but when the spotlight. of family affection no longer 
shines on him. but is instead. transferred to the new child, 
he feels nnwanted.~ unloved and. frustrated.. Possibly the 
girls~ when yotm.!Sest ~ have never been the complete center 
of attraction and have l@ss to miss on the arrival of 
a yonnger member of the household. 
I 
I' ii 
" II 
·, 
:, 
'I 
II 
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This gro_up, composed entirely of boys, the-second 
youngest in their families of four or more children, 
comprises 16 per cent of all the boy and g::Lrl truants, 
whereas·th~ firstbor>n boy compr~sed. only 12.9 per cent 
of the total. 
It appears from tbis study that -wben a boy is the 
second youngest in a l~rger family (four or more) he is 
more prone to tnaladjustment than is the firstborn or 
only child, but less vulnerable than the inteFmediate 
child of a larger family or the youngest child. 
This differs greatly from the report of the Crime 
Commission of_' New York State in their study of 251 ad.ol-
. . - .. 1 
escents residing in New York O:Lty. The Oommiss1.on reports 
as follows: 
11The second. chiid. has the worst record of juvenile 
. . 
delinque:q.cy, nrl.sdemeanors and felonies. The child least 
likely to be delinquent· was the next yonngest. _ The young-
est child is less-l~ly to be truant than the oldest and 
intermediate children. 11 
Economic conditions: For scores of years the lack 
of material· goods has been emphasized as the chief cause 
l. The Sub Oomm1.ss1.on on O~uses and Effect of Crime, 
From Truancy to Crime - A study of 251 Adolescents. 
Albany, The Or~ Ooriliriission of· New York State, 1928, 
p. 12. 
II 
J 
' 
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of anti-social behavior. It is .connnonly aclmowledged. now, 
. h9wever, that poverty; per se J is not a cause of delinquent 
behavior. Even in this. 11 something ~or nothing1.1 era there 
are millions of people in our country who would. prefer . to 
starve rather than conlmit un unlawful act: 
' . 
Poverty as it ha? been pictured in the :past, as 
the lack of food., clo~bing and~ shelter ili varying degree, 
· is unknown in this . area. Those· families who have lbst · 
the breadw.i.nner tJ:n:pugh d.eath, divorce or separation, and. 
with no employable :person in the family:, .are receiving 
aid. to dependent chi"ldren. This type of public assistance 
is :planned to allow more gener6us allotments so that the 
children in the family will be _able to live a d.ecent, 
normal life. In some cases. in this district, .families 
. 
receiving aid to dependent children are· livjng in better 
circumstances than are families with two or three wage 
earners. · This <~toes not imply that their income e:x:eeeds 
that of . fain:ilies with Y[age earners, but that the latter 
group are building their resources in ord.er to obtain 
a better.home or are conservirig for the way when employ-
ment will not be as-readily available. 
·r < -. 
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Aid. to dependent children is usually a long-range :program 
continuing until the children are 18 years of age or until 
the older children are able to earn enough to support the 
younger ones. This gives the homemaker a feeling of security 
that is lacking in families of' nnskilled. workers whose income 
is defBndent on the fluctuations of' economic conditions .. 
At the :present time, emplo-yment if3 at a· high level and. 
most skilled. or unskilled workers are able to :procure employ-
ment if' they are :physically fit and ~.esire to dD so. Among 
the group studied., many had. brothers and. sisters as well as 
fathers and. even mothers employed. 
Table 10. Truants with Employed. Siblirigs in Family 
Total Boys Girl~ Number Per Gent· 
Truants 66 93 lOa% 
Number of' Tru-
ants with Em-
:played. Siblings 13 49 52.6 
' N'umber of Em-
. :played. Siblings Per Per 
\Per Truant N Gent N Cent 
' One Sibling 12 12.9 4 4.3 16 17.2 
Two Siblings 11 11.8 6 6.4 17 18.2 
,, Three Siblings 9 9.6 2 2.2 11 11.8. 
f Four S:i~~s 3 3.2 0 0.0 3 3.2 
.. ·· 
Five Siblings 1 1.1 1 1.0 2 2.2 
• 
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Table 10 indica-tes the distribution of f'antl.ly members 
employed. exclusive of parents. Over half of the truants 
bad at least one brother or one sister regularly employed. 
In two -'instances five siblings. were wage earners. The 
largest group (18.~) per cent bad. two siblings augmenting 
the family income, followed closely by those having only 
one brother or one sister work:irig_, or 17.2 per cent of the 
total group. In a number of cases both parents were also 
regularly employed thus bringing the total family income 
to a sizeable amolint. 
Social Service Index. In most ~tropolitan ~reas is 
. . 
a central exchange or clearing bureau in which the case 
records of soc~al and, health agencies are r~gistered. In 
this city the. agency- is lmovm as the Social Service Index: . 
. 
It reports to. a qualified. agency, upon inquiry, the names of 
all other agencies which b8ve previously registered a parti-
cular family or in:l.ividual. 
The purp0se of the Index is to facilitate exchange- of 
in:formation between agencies thus enabling them to coorqin-
. 
ate their work, avoid duplication of relief and. other services_, 
and. plan more constructively with the families and. invidiuals 
who come to_ them for help. It records identif'ying data only, 
. 
such as names and. addresses, ·plus the names of· the agencies 
that have register~d the case and. the dates of registration. 
Systematic referral methods and max:imum use of -social 
1\ 
i' 
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service exchange data are· re valuable to social workers With-
in schools and. attendance officer·s as in family agencies. 
Any such tool aids the worker in tmderstanding the child 
she is attempting to help. The more pertinent the infor-
mation that is. thus .available the mor~ readily an . adequate 
plan for the chi).d can be formulated .. 
Agencies ProViding Services. Although only 13.9 per 
cent . of.' the families of tp.e truants· are at present recei v-
ing publtc· assistance many are receivi?g services of' one 
kind. or anot;11er from various public and private agencies 
in the commtmi ty. Due to the high employment level of the 
past few ~ears,. no true picture _of the ability of the fam-
ily to meet its own needs over a period. of time could be 
shown without a knowledge of the nrimber of social agencies 
who had. served. it. Tbi.s information was obtained from the 
Social Service Index and. Table 1:1:·: indicates the large num-
. ' . 
·ber of agencies having contact with these families at var-
ious times since the marriage of the parents. These differ-
.ent agencies represent most forms of social work available 
in a large city. 
Agencies providing welfare assistance were the most 
numerous registered., followed. by health services for free 
or partially free hospital or clinical care, visiting nurses~ 
public health and mental health agencies. Courts and. proba-
. tion de:partments, family services, agencies ·for child care 
\ 
\ 
/) 
I. ; 
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and. l~gal aid were frequE?ntly listed.. In general the fre-
quency and time of the registrations ran ln reverse to 
economic coroitions. When work was scarce as during the 
years pr~or to World War II and. the economic level was low, 
the number of appeals to agencies mounted.. In more recent 
years with the rise of the economic lev~ registrations 
have tapered. off. 
Table ll. The Number of Social Agencies Providing Services. 
Boys Girls Total Per 
Number of.Soc- Per Per Number Cent 
ial Agencies N Cent N Gent 
Total 66 7l.O 27 29.0 93 lOO.CJ% 
.None 8 8.6 4 4.3 l2 l2.9 
Under 5 Agencies 5 5.4 0 0.0 5 5.4 
5 to lO Agencies l3 l4.o 7 7-5 ,~20 .21.5 
lO to· 15 Agencies 23 24.7 6 6.4 29 3l.2 
15 to 20 Agencies 14 l5.l 5 5.4 l9 . 20.4 
Over 20 Agencies·· 3 3.2. 5 5.4 8 8.6 
As shown in Table ll, 87 .l per cent of these families 
have in the past received or at present are the recipients 
of some connnunity service~ Only 12:9 per cent of the gr~up 
have never needed help from ?utside the family circle to meet 
their problems. It is significant that the largest group 
(31.2 per cent) were those known to from lO to l5 agencies. 
I 
II 
li 
I 
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That group was chiefly composed of large families. 
EmploiJ111ent of mothers. ·Table 12 indicates a larger 
nt.nnber of employed mothers than is reported in most· studies 
of a similar nature. - Here we· f:i.nd. 38.7 per cent of' all the 
. . 1 . 
mothers regularly employed-while Kvaraceus in hie study of 
delinquents in Passaic, New Jersey, revealed that slightly 
over 25 per cent of the delinquents· J:iad mothers . who were 
employed at the time of their referral. 
Table 12. Employment Status of' Mothers Classified· by 
Sex of Truant 
Sex of Total Per With Employed Mothers 
Truants Number Cent Number Per Cent 
Total 93 lOO.oo} 36 38.7%. 
Boys 66 71.0 25 26.9 
Girls 27 29.0 ll 11.8 
Heinemann' s 2 study in Philadelphia of 220. truants, re-
ported that in 30 per cent of the cases the family income 
was so low that the :mothers were compelled. to secure part-
time or ·full employment. 
1. Op. Cit., p. 90. 
2. -Jobn Otto Heinemann, "The Truant Before the Court, 11 
II Federal Prqbation, September 1948, pp. 8-12. . 
.? •. 
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II ' Nelson1 in his s~ud:y of juvenile delinquency in Brockton, !I 
!· 
Massachusetts, found. that 36.2 per cent of the homes were be-
II low average from the peysieal and economic point of view, and 
20 per cent of the .mothers were employed. 
Of the boys in this ·study, 37.9 per. cent had mothers ;who 
were regularly employed while 4o. 7 per cent of the girls had. 
working mothers. 
Because the child of an employed. mother is deprived of 
maternal supervision this facto~-assumes a role of importance 
in the child 1 s life. Child.ren who are left unsupervised for 
long :periods-are prone-to get into difficulties, especially 
when they know that- the~ parents are not partic~arly :inter-
eated in what is happening. During the war 'years, when a 
-
high proportion of mothers were empiloyed., a number of children 
who were normal in every respect became delinquent through 
·an absence of parental supervision. 
More than. two fifths of these children bave mothers 
who are regularly employed.. "When added to this are those 
whose mothers are -no longer in the home due to death or 
divorce, a-total of almost_ half the_ group is reached- chil-
dren who are without the affection and guidance of·a mother 
d.uring most or all of their waking hour's. 
Receiving Public Assi.stance. Only in families where 
the father is no longer in the home' and if a sibling is . 
employed his earnings are insufficient to_ meet the needs of 
1. Edwin A. Nelson, Prevai~ Factors in Juvenile Delin-. 
quency in Brockton, Mas~usetts, · UnpUblisb€xl Master • s 
Thesis~ "Boston University, 1940, p. 55. · 
·~ .. --·.
·..-· 
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'I the fam:lly, are the families receiving assistance and 1n 
1! each case, it is aid to depend.ent children. 
Table 13. Families Receiving Public Assistance 
Classified by Sex of Truants 
. ' 
Sex of Truants 
Boys 
Girls 
Total 
Total 
66 
27 
93 
Per Cent 
71% 
29 
100 
Number Per Cent 
8 7.&% 
5 5.4 
13 13.0 
It~is clear f'rom_Table 13 that only a small proportion 
. -
of the families are receiving assistance, merely 7.6 per 
cent of the boys and 5.4 per cent of the girls. During 
the past two.decades most of these families have been aided 
at one time or another dtiring times of economic stress but 
at presep..t most are economically indepenclent. 
3. · The Child. 
Age_a-t time of truancy. It is noted. that 51.7 per 
cent of those truants were 15 years of age at the time of 
this stud:y. If those .9~ ages 14 and 15 years a-e combined, 
more than two third.s of the wp.ole group are included in 
the 68.9 per cent. This is the age in. which the child .. 
ha.s the most desire for self-expression and. rebels against 
'-"'~-~ 
<;' 
.r 
II 
I 
II 
I! 
il 
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eXternal restraints.· .Truancy is merely an escape :from a 
situation whlch to him is very tmdesirable. This is the 
. . . 
pe_riod.ct' c~d development that requires ·the highest type 
of' leadership on the part of' the teachers. rt·also chal-
lenges the entire educational system. 
Table .14. Age at Time of Truancy 
Total Number Boys Giris Number Per Cent 
of 
Truants. 66 70.8 
Per 
27 29.2 93 lOO.o% 
Per 
Age N Oent N Oe:tit 
7 years 5 5.4· 1. L.l 6 6.5 
8 years 3 3.2 0 o.o 3 3.2 
9 years 3 3.2 1 1.1 4 4.3 
10 years 0 0.0 0 o.o- 0 0.0 
ll years l 1.0 0 0.0 1 1.1 
12 years 4 4.3 2 2.2 6 6.5 
13 years 7 7-5 2 2.2 9 9.6 
.. 
14 years. ll 11.8 ·5 5.4 16 17.2 
15 years 32 '34.4 16 17.2 48 51.6 
It is interesting to note _:from Ta_b1e 14 that, a1 though 
ther~ are no trUab.ts.at age 10 years and; only one boy at 
age 11 years, ages seven years and. 12 years both produce 
6.5 per cent each of' the total number. 
The seven year old. group were_chief'ly composed of' children 
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II who were repati.ng Grade I. Because of lack of interest, bore-
11 !/ dom_ or their inability to achieve success,· tbey found life 
} more enjoyable reaming .the streets or ridipg the ferry boats. 
From eight to twelve years of age appears to be a period. 
or relative adjustment and acceptance or school. At 12 years 
the seeds of'·revolt start to sprout probably due, in most 
cases, to over-ageness in grade placement. It grows mod.er-
-. 
ately f'or a year and sprouts markedly in the fourteenth year, 
:finally coming to full .f'lower at the age of 15 years. 
It is evident from Table 14 that the young child. has his 
problems. · FoU.rteen per cent of this gr~ fell in the age 
limits of seven, eight and nine y~ars. It is evident from 
this that school officials cannot wait until adolescence 
when girls and boys have developed .. an anti-social philosophy 
of l:lfe, to help the mala.djJ;tsted. All who work with children 
must look for behavior problems - the mental, _physical apd. 
emotional d.eviates from the start of their educational careers. 
-
Grade Placements. It is noteworthy that the two highest 
totals.'·for the year are in grades VIII ancl X since these are 
the gr.ades that require adjustment by :the child. from elemen-
tary school to junior high school and. again from jurtior high 
- . 
scheol to senier high school. It appears from Table 15 that 
the girls found less difficulty in orienting themselves to their 
new school environmep.ts than did the boys since the latter num.bere 
I lj' 
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seven and. one half' times as many girls in grade VII~ while 
in grade X there were twice as many boy truants as girls.· 
Table 15. Grade Placements of' Truants 
Grade Boys Girls Number Per Cent 
Total 66·. 70.8% 27 29.2% _93 100.c:J% 
Per Per 
N Cent N Cent 
·Grade I 4 4.3 0 0.0 4 4.3 
Grade II 3 3.2 1 1.1. 4 4.3 
Grade III 2 2.2· 1 1.1 3 3-3 
Grade IV 2 2.2 1 1.1 3 3.3 
Grade v 1 1.1 l 1.1 2 2.2 
·Grade VI 2 2.2 0 o .. o 2 2.2 
Grade VII 15 16.0 2 2.2 17 18.2 
Grade VIII 11 11.8 4 4 .. 3 15 16.1 
Grade IX 5 5.3 7 7.5 12 12.8 
Grade X 14 15.0 7 7-5 21 22.5 . -
Grade XI 0 0.0 2 2.2 2 2.2 
Special Class 7 7.5 1 1.1 8 8.6 
Only ·in grade IX did the girls outnumber the boys and 
then by only·~~a small-majority. Grad.e XI bad. no boy truants 
. ~·- - . -
mainly because the average boy or the one who has lo$t 
. f. 
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interest :In school has usually dropped:_out before reaching 
that level. There· were ·no truants listed in this study for 
grad.e· XII since it was limi.ted. t~ the legal age of' 16 years 
and. all eases used here were under t~t age. 
The ratio o! one special class girl to seven special 
class boys would seem to indicate that the girls in tms 
group, more readily accept school- and, are happier in par-
ticipating in its activities than are the boys of the same 
intellectual level . 
. With the exception of one boy who was atteooing an 
elementary special class, all the others were in -~ jtp:llor 
high school special class and whose ~g~s ran equivalent to 
the boys in grades VII, VIII and IX. The boy truants from 
the regular jurui..orhigh school classes contributed 33-1/3 
per cent of the entire group while the special class boys 
in the same age group comprised 6. 5 :Per cent of the whole 
group. 
The mental status of children is frequently associat-ed 
:with non-attendance and. tr-q.anoy. The findings here seem to 
substantiate those of other such studi~s since the number 
of boys in special classes is such a .small fraction of all 
the boys in grades VII, VIII and.' IX in this area, the 6.5 
II per cent of all trliants who are attending special classes 
if disproportionately large •. 
'I Intelligence quotients. Only.a partial pictur~ of' 
-
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the intelligence ratios of these children can be given~ 
mainly because-of two factors: 
. ' 
l. Pupils in this schooi system are not ~ven intel-
li~ence tests under grad.e VI unlesa showing signs· of defin-
ite retardation. If special class placement is considered 
as the most beneficial plan for the child~ he is then given 
a Stanford Binet Revised individual test. 
2. The paro,cpj.al school pupils are not given intel-
ligence ~ests as ·are the public school pupils. 
In this group are 16 boys and 3 girls below grade VI 
. . 
and. therefore untested, with the exception of two, a_.boy 
in special class and. a girl who has since been transferred 
from grade IV to special class. The 14 boys and 9 girls 
from parochial schools have not been tested. The remain-
ing 51 truants, 41 boys and 10 girls have had. either the 
Stanford. Binet Revised. tests or the Kuplman Anderson group 
tests in grades VI or VIII. 
Of the ·41 boys, one.had an I.Q. of 116; 36.6 per cent 
rated as normal (90 to '110); 26J3 :Per cent rated. as dull~ 
normal or slow learners (89 to 89); an equal.proportion 
(26.8 per cent) rated. 70 to 79 or borderline intelligence. 
The .remaining 7.3 per cent can be classified as feeble-
.. . 
:! 11lillded. since they came in the 50 to 69 bracket. 
/ 
,, 
~ 
' ir 
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Table 16. Intelligence Quotien_ts of Truants 
:Sols . Girls Number Per Gent 
Intelligence Per Per 
Quotients N Cent N~· Cent 
Total 41 100.0% 10 100.0% 51 100.0% 
110 tu 120 1 .2.5 ·o o.o 1 1.9 
90 to 110 15 36.6 4 4o.o 19 37.3 
80 to 89 11 26.8 2 20.0 13 25.5 
70 to 79 11 26.8 3 30.0 l4 27.5 
59 to 69 3 7-.3 1 10.0 4 7.8 
Among the girls tested, 4o per cent rated as normal; 
20 per cent as slow learners; 30 per cent rated borclerline 
· intell±g~nce: anc:l.lO per cent as feeblemincled. 
In 60.8 per cent of these cases, the children tested. 
fell below the normal ratio of intelligence~ This closely 
. 1 . 
parallels the findings of. the Gluecks who reported: 
urn fact, 59 per cent of the boys were below normal 
intelligence as deteriii.ined. by standard. tests, 13 per 
cent of' them being .definitely ·reeblemind.ed .•. Obvious-
ly, therefore, a large proportion·of these young · 
offenders were not readily •teaehable'and were destined 
1. Sheldon, and Eleanor Glueck, Juvenile Delinquents Grown 
·up. New Yor~, The Ol'D:mmonweaTth Fund,,1940, p. 11 
/ 
to failure in school work. That :many of' them 
shunned the classroom and found. it difficult · 
to make a happy adjustment to school life is 
reflected in the fact that 64 P6r cent were 
truants. 11 
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Considering the 51 pupile tested and tabulated as a 
II , 
fair sampling of the entire group, a high correlation be·-
tween intelligence and truancy can be noted. Powers and 
1 Witmer ci-te from the Cambridge-Somerville project:~ 
uBoys who are less able to- do the requ:i::red _work and. 
who are more frequently retarded.· are forced to -sit 
in a classroom where the yonnger and.. brighter chil-
dren outdistance them. It is easy to see how nnd.er 
such circumstances school attendance becomes a pro-
-gressively unhappy experience. Tbe simplest way for 
such a child to avoid humiliation or boredom is to 
stay out as long as he can 1 get away with it. 1 He 
evidently finds his d.e!?JP6St satisfactions outside 
of' school, generally in a socially disapproved 
manner. 11 
averageness. That a large proportion of' thi~ group 
.. would be overage for their grade is to be expected when as 
Table 16 shows, three fif'ths of' those who were tested were 
below normal intelligence. Of the 93 truants, only 17 boys 
and 12 girls we~e the average age for their grade level. 
II More than one half of these are Grade X pupils; 12 boys and 
7 girls, many of whom, although they are capable of' doing 
1 _ good work· in school, have lost interest and are anxiously 
awaiting the day when they can leave and ge forth to seek 
new fields to conquer. 
1 . Op·. Cit . , p . 264. 
-
4. 
'i! 
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Table 17. Number of Truants in Average Age-Grade Placement 
Boys Girls Total Total 
Grade Per Per Number Per 
Placement N Cent N Gent Cent 
Total 17 18.4 12 12.9 29 31.:f/> 
Grade II 2 2.2 0 0.6 2 2.2 
Grade III 0 0.0 1 1.1 1 1.1 
Grade IV 2 2.2 0 0.0 2 2.2 
Grade VII 0 0.0 l l.l l 1.1 
Grade VIII l l.l 0 0.0 l l.l 
Grade IX 0 o.o 3 3.2 3 3.2 
Grade X 12 12.9 7 7.5 .19 20)1-
From Table 17 it can be noted that only 29 of these tru-
ants, less than one third, are in what is usUally considered · 
1 the average grade for their age. ·. 
Table 18 shows the grade placements of those who are 
average and~ it is significant that grades VII and VIII stand 
out as· the ·true scree.b.ing levels. Grade vii particularly 
stands .out, having 14 boys or ~5.1 P.er-cent who have been. 
retarded ~rior to reaching this leve~ one, two or even three 
years. It is not too difficult to understand. the frustration · 
and. humi J j a tion of a 15 year old. boy who may b_e havirig a 
d.ifficul t time to· meet the standards of the classroom si tti.ng 
~ 
,-
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beside a 12 year old. boy who outranks him in every endeavor 
in the classroom. Grade VII de>es not appear to be the 
strategic spot for iirls inasmuch as no girl truants fell 
I, 
It into this classification; 
Table 18. Number of Years Qverage ·Per Grade 
BOi[S Chris 'l1otal 
Years Per Per Total Per 
Overage_ Grade N Cent N Cent-.- Number Cent 
Total 42 45.1 13 
-
14.0 55 59.1% 
One Year :.~I 3 3.2 0 0.0 3 3 •. 2 
One Year II 2 2.2 ;L 1.1 3 3.3 
One Year III 2 2.2 0 0.0 2 2.2 
.. 
Tbree Years IV 0 .o.o l 1.1 1 1.1 
One Year v 1 1.1 0 0 .. 0. l 1.1. 
One Year VI 2 2.2 2 2.2 4. 4.4 
One Year VIII :l ol 11 Two Yea~s ~~- 15.0 0.0 . 15.0 ... 9 Three Years VII 5- 0 
One Year =~l 5l :l 7l 9.6 3.2 12.8 Two Years 4. 5 
One Year· IX 9 9.6 6 6.4 15 16.0 
For these boys who are capable of reaching grade VIII 
., • ;;J.. 
another accounting shows nine boys who are one or two years 
r;_, 
II 
-,r. --- -.----:"- --_-;:-..:::-_---------:----;-.:--::-----=-.. -::--
j, 
.~a, __
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overage and three girls, two of whom are overage one year 
and one girl overage two years. By the time grade IX is 
reached, most of those seriously retarded. have been sifted 
out, mainly by reaching the legal age of 1? years and leav-
ing school. 
- . 
Until grade VII, all the retardations have been of one 
.. 
year· which in itself is not serious .. The only exception was 
one girl in gradeiV who was thought· to be retarded because 
. --
of language difficulty. having come from Italy in recent 
years. A Stanford Binet test administer~d. when. she was· re-
peat_ing the grade for the· third. year showed she was unable 
to carry on the requirements of the regular classroom and, 
her tr~risfer to special class was arranged.. 
In addition to the 55 pupils tabulated. as overage are 
. I 
seven boys and one.girl in special ungraded. classes. 
averageness and retardation go hand. in hand. One is 
the result- and the other the cause. That both the cause and 
the_result can be-the basis for truancy is readily comprehen-
sible to those who work with .children. 
- ' l 
Mateer; · in the "Unstable Child" reports: 
· "Is it any wonder. then, that_ chiidren occasionally 
revert to the ease and joy -fgoing where they will 
and doing as they please instead. of sitting in 
uncomfortable a~hool seats for_ hours, borea. with 
facts ~nd. figures that seemingly have no real 
l •. Florence Mateer, The Unstable Ohil%8 New York, 
D. AppletQn and Company, 1924, .P• • · . 
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relation to lif'e? Yet such a, child is a 'delinquent,': 
a 1 truant. 1 Do we ~top even long enough to wond.er 
whether he is .. a truant because he. has dimly sensed 
his inability to measure up to the level of the 
others in the school group and. assimilate that which 
the' school o:ffe_;ps?. Yet this is frequently the case." 
That those pupils who are capable of meeting classroom 
standarq~ are not always the one who do so is_ cited by 
l Goldberg: 
11Low achievement scores can result from not only 
physical illness or defect but from poor study 
. habits, or from disin:terest in classroom work 
occasioned. by lack of variety in. subject matter 
to meet the requirements of children who,have 
little capacity or interest in acad.emic subjects. 
The more disinterest is. felt, the higher the 
ratio of school absences and the more marked 
the retardation becomes,. with a consequent 
increase in malad.justment. It assumes the 
proportions of a vicious circle. Efforts to 
mold all ·elementary pupils into a ~etting of 
academic le_arning cause school dissatisfaction · 
and frustrations. These find. expression in· 
socially undesirable behavior among the large 
dull normal group as w~ll as among those in 
lower intellectual. levels . u . · 
The close relationshipS ex:Lsting betwren retardation 
. 2 
' and truancy are also cited by Neumeyer: 
11While the homes and. schools must. share the respon-
sibility for truancy, it must be recognized .. that 
most truants, whatever the reasons may be, are mis-
fits in school. Their habits and interests often 
get them into trouble. The child-who has certain 
personality d.efects, def:l,.ciencies, and_habits, 
especially if he is a failure at school~ may be 
subjected .. to nagging and. may become rebellious. 11 
1. Op. Cit., p. 182. 
2. Martin H. Neumeyer, Juvenile De~uency in Moo.ern 
Society. New York, D. Van Nostra Co., Inc., 1949 
p. 104. ·. . 
" 
1: 
'i 
"The mental i:nf'eriori ty of' many truants may 
account in a large measur~ f'or the lack of' 
interest in school subjects. 
Wha.tever. the causes and. conditions of truancy, 
tre habit, once established, becomes a part · 
of the child 1 s personal make-up and adds to 
the difficulty of read.justm.ent. lie is a 
malad.justed. person. 11 
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From the findings of ~the present study, subnormal 
intelligence, retardation and. averageness are·extremely 
important factors in any form of' malad.jlistment, especially· 
truancy. 
Scholarship. Closely allied. \Vi th the in:telligenc~ 
ratings. and. grade levels of these children is their 
scholarship. On the whole, low achieve~nt characterizes 
·the group. Even those with normal intelligence are not 
ach:ieving up to the:lr capacity. Experiencing no feeling of 
success for whatever reasons, eventually ends in discourage-
ment. The reasons for this .lack of achievement are many and 
Goldberg 1 cites one theory as foilows: 
1
,
1 
·varied .. 
uAlmost invariably, habitual truants receive low 
scores in reading and. arithmetic ·te§'ts even those 
who possess ·good learning ability~ To avoid. con-
fusion one should bear in mind that lack of normal 
eduqational achievement is not·necessarily due to 
.mental defi.ciency. Ollnical ~tudies disclose that 
in many cases' i.t is attributable to emotional dis-
functioning brought about by individual and :family 
d.ifficul ties which require skilled. attention .. ~ The 
more disinterest that is :felt, the higher the ~atio 
of school absences and the more marked the retaro.ation 
becomes, with a consequent increase in -malad.justment. 11 
II 1. Op. Cit . .,. p. 183. 
I 
II 
il 
" ! 
j 
i 
:i 
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The close inter-relationship of absence with failure 
and ·cOnversely, failure with absence, is cited by Jobnson:1 
"Presumably a chrbnic cutting of classes comes from 
lack of interest.,- maJ_ad justment, frustration or dis-
couragement; but whateyer its cause, it shows a high 
association with school failure. Pupils wmo missed 
one fourth or more of the class session~ failed 51 
per cent of their work; those who missed one fifth 
of their classes failed ~5 per cent; those who missed 
one-tenth failed 12 per cent; and those who were 
never absent failedonly 3 per cent. 11 · 
·Table 19. Scholarsldp for School Year 
j Scholarship Boys Girls 
er 
· Number Cent 
Per ·Per 
N Gent N Gent 
Total 
A (Excellent) 
B (Good)· 
66 
0 
3 
0 (Passing) 23 
D (Poor) 26 
E (Failure) 7 
Special Class 7. 
0.0 0 
3.2 2 
24.7 13 
28.0 8 
7.5 3 
. 7.5 1 
0.0 
2.2 
14.0 
8.6 
3.2 
1.1 
93 
0 
5 
36 
:34 
10 
8 
0.0 
5.4 
38.7 
36.6 
'10.7 
8.6 
Table 19 shows the average marks per pupil for the year. 
It is significant that none average A for the _year altho~gn· 
. 
a few had. received that . grading in some specific skill 
.. 
1. G. 0. Johnson, "Failures of High School Students in St. 
Louis.'~ American School Board Journal, Vol. 91 (Apr=i:-1, 
1935), p. 78._ - . 
'~ 
I! 
Ill! 
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occasionally. Only 5. 4 per cent maintained a B average 
and. when combined with the C scholars, totalled 44.1 per 
.cent, less than one half of the full group, whereas, ~7.3 
per cent were d.oi.ng poor work or failing completely. In 
this school system, the special class pupils receiv~ no 
report cards and., therefore, are not included in the aver-
aging data. Such statist:ics surely paint a p:icture of mal-
ad.justment through disinterest, d:iscouragement and. frus-
tration. 
Attitude t0ward. school. The att:itude of the child 
' toward school is us'ually built up during the years of his 
- ' 
attendance. Interest and. success develop a wholesome 
acceptable att:itud.e, while failure, retardation and dis-:. 
interest eventually end. in indif'ference or definite dis-
l:ike of school. 
Table 20. Attitude Toward. School 
Attitude Boys G_irls Number Per Cent 
Per Per 
N. Cent N Cent 
Total 66 71.0 27 29.0 22· lOO.Q% 
Accepts 11 11.8 2 2.2 13 14.0 
Indifferent 26 '28.0 11 11.8 37 39.8 
. 
Markedly dislikes29 31.2 14 15.0 43 46.2 
I 
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With a background of' subnormal intelligence, retarda-
tion and averageness; it is consistent that the attitudes 
of' these truants should produce 86 ~r cent of' the entire 
group as ind.if'f'erent or markedly disliking school, while 
only 14 per cent readily accepted the regulations and rou-
tine of' school lif'e. The majority of'· those markedly dis-
1 ildng school were adolescents and were scattered. through 
. ..-
grades VII, VIII, IX and X according to the number of' grades 
.. 
repeated and. their chronological age. It is f'air to assume 
that many who through disinterest are now just indifferent 
will, as time·goes on, become more def'iriitely frus~rated 
and .. develop -a real dislike of' school, unless in the meantime 
a strong teacher-pupil relationship is built up or some por-
tion of' the curiculum arouses a new interest in the child .. 
. S,ub ject Preferences and Dislikes. In an effort to 
obtaiD. SOIJ?.e measure of the fe~lings thse ·pupils bad toward. 
the.ir school sub~eets, the major studies offered from 
!I . grades I to X were concentrated. into eight headings. 
:i Arith-
metic includes mathematics . English includes :t:oeading, spel-
ling and. all the language arts . Manual arts incltid.es wood-
working, printing and. automobile mechanics for the boys, as 
well as cooking and .. sewing for the girls. 
'' 
I 
Table 21. Subject'Frererences 
Total 
Subject Boys Girls Number 
--~--------~--~----~--------~---- or 
First Second First Second First 
Choice Qhoice Choice Qhoice Choices 
Arithmetic 19 
Art-Music . 1 
Commercial 
Subjects 0 
English 10 
Foreign 
Language o 
Manual Arts 35 
Science 
Social 
Studies 
.0 
1 
8 
1 
0 
1 
1 
8 
1 
2 
3 
2 
8 
4 
2 
8 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
3 
22 
3 
8 
14 
2' 
·43 
0 
1 
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Total 
Number 
. or 
Second, 
Qhoices 
8 
2 
0 
2 
1 
8 
2 
5 
It is evi.dent :from Table 2l that 35 boys pre:ferrea. 
' manual arts t9 all other subjects with eight others choosing 
it as second choice. These eight boys were part o:f the 19 
who chose arithmetic as their first pre:ference whiie the 
eight boys who chose this subject as second pre:ference 
named manual arts as l;heir best-liked. subject. 
Among the girls, corrnnercial subjects and. manual arts 
were pre:ferred. equally; altho~ neither subject. was named. 
as sec~:md choice. It is noteworthy that more boys than · 
girls proportionately, chose English as their :first pre:fer-
ence. 
. .. 
tr· 
·' 
r-.-
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Table 22 .• Subject Dislikes 
Total Total 
Subject Boys Girls Number Number 
of of 
First Second. First Second. First Second. 
Choice Ohoice Choice Qhoice Ohoices Choices 
Arithmetic 10 l 6 0 16 l 
Art-Music 9 0 l 0 10 0 
Commercial 
Subjects 0 0 l 0 1 0 
English 21 ~-3 7 1 28 4 
Foreign 
Language 0 0 l 2 l 2· 
·Manual Arts 4 4 0 0 4 4· 
Social Studies 17 2 6 2 23 4 
No Dislikes 5 l 6 
EngliSh was. named. as the most d~sliked. subject by this 
group, with social studies as the· second. most unpopular. 
subject •. Foreign language was neither preferred nor dis-
liked to any great extent since so few of thls group were 
stud:ying one. Five boys and. one girl cla:tmed 4hat, although 
they preferred. some subjects to others, there we~e none that 
they def'initely disliked.. 
More than one half of the boys preferred. manual arts • 
. The actual proportion_ of those who have the opportunity to 
participate in a ,manual arts program and prefer it, are by 
II 
11 
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far the majority. The program is not offered. in tbe par-
ochial schools nor in tbe public schools;_'und.er grade vr.· 
Less than one third. of the girls preferred the domestic 
' arts. Those subjects requiring any degree of abstract 
.. 
in such a manner t11at forms of delinquency result. 
There are differences of opinion among authorities on 
delinquent behavior, that physical shortc.o~s are pr1.marily 
accessory .. :and. aggravating influences :in delinquency. Studies 
of more recent date, however, have ·on the whole, _founo, de-
linquents to' be as physically ad.equate as non-d.elinque!).ts. 
. l . 
For example, tbe Gluecks . reported they found. very little, 
' if any, difference existing between the physical conditions 
of the two_ groups. 
None .... of the truants are crippled or deformed iri any 
way or abnormally obese. 
Two girls and one boy are overweight but not to the 
degree that· prevented. participation in ap;y- activities. 
l. Op. Cit., p. 181. 
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Two boys are underweight but not markedly so. Two of the girls 
and. six of the boys wear glasses and. one of these boys has such 
II a marked visual defect t~t he attends eye c_onservation clas-
ses. One boy and <?ne girl have a definite auditory defect in 
onr ear. Two girls have enlarged tonsils, one boy has dia-
betes and ~equires an insulin injection ~very day. 1 Another 
boy has -a rheumatic heart condition. 
Taking the. gre~:p as a whole, their physical conditions 
compare favorably with that of the non-truants in the area. 
Only one girl had a series of ··handicaps and the school could. 
get little or no cooperation from the parent. Her teeth 
were badly caried, she had. defective vision in both eyes, 
and an auditory defect in one ear. The services of a social 
agency were needed to offset the indifference of the mother 
and to ca~ry on remedial treatment ~hich the girl is now 
receiving. 
Since the data on physical defects was gathered not 
only from observation but from the school health records 
and school nurses as well as fro:Ih the pupil and his parent 
its accuracy cannot be positive. Possibly more complete 
medical examinations would have re.:Vealed~ other handicaps·. 
Due to the excellent sense of 'social responsibility in 
the schools in relation to physical healt~, most remedial 
defects are cared for on discovery •. The parents, also, are 
health conscious and readily seek the services of the med-
ical dispensary in the neighborhood or of the clinics in a 
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nearby metropolita~ hospital. 
Since these ·truants -are in no way more handicapped than 
the general school population, there is_apparently no direct 
correlation existing between defective physique and d.elin-
quent behavior among the children in this area . 
Emotional Ties. An attempt was made to measure the 
emotional relationships existing-between t~e tr~nt and his 
parents and. siblings. This was not· accomplished in the diag-
nostic fashion of the trained ~sychiatrist but rather as the 
social worker would. observe and learn through interviews 
;! with the individuals concerned. The results, therefore, 
were not as clear cut as the record.s of a child. guidance 
clinic, for example. 
In cases of broken homes or where one parent was away 
for a large portion of the time, it was only possible to 
obtain the record. of one parent's emotional ties. Where the 
parents were separated or divorced, the children frequently 
had very definite evaluations of their feelings for the ab- · 
sent parent. Just how much these reactions were influenced 
. ~ 
by the attitude of the parent·remaining in the home could 
not be accurately determined. 
Over-indulgence and._ over-protection was easily discern-
ible in the eases of the younger truants, but became inter-
woven with. other 'factors as the children ad:vanced. in age. 
II Paren"Val rejection was observable in very few cases. Although 
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- parents are a source of' security, love and understanding, 
they are also a source of' inhibition and frustration. Par-
ents resort to methods of reward. and. punishment during the 
process of' the ·child •_ s socialization With the result_ that 
the child has mixed feelings of love and. bate toward. his· 
par.ents . ·. How these truants f'el t toward. their parents or 
siblings fluctuated in relation to recent incidents in the 
family. 
Healy and Bronner1 take a definite. position on the im-
portance of' emotional reactions in delinquents, reporting: 
- "Comparison of' the emotional experiences and emotional 
reactions -of delinquents and controls shows by far the 
greatest di:fference that we have -been able to discover 
between the two groups. It finally appears that no 
less than 91 per eent of the delinquents gave clear 
evidence ·of' being or ba__ving been very unhappy and. 
d.iscontented in their life C:iPcumstances Or .extremely 
d.isturbed because of' emotion-provoking situations or 
experiences. In great ·contradistinction we :round. 
similar evidences of' inner stresses at the most in 
only 13 per cent of "t?he controls.tt 
Among the truants there appeared to be no deep-rooted, 
lasting hostility toward. parents, or siblings or any amount 
of sibling rivalry. The great majority· ev:id.e~ced a normal 
.• 
acceptance of brothers and sisters. Those who did not, dis-
played the negativism of indi:fference rather than the posi-
. -
tivism of hostility. With data so changeable and indefinite 
1. New Light oh Delinquency, . p. 122. 
·~ 
'W'~· 
!·' 
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1 a true evaluation was not practicable. 
Court Records. N9 study of delinquents can be complete 
without some recprd of official action taken when the anti-
social behavior was recognized. as a breach of law or ordin-
ance. Although Table 23 indicates the number of arrests on 
the records of these boys and girls, it cannot be accepted 
as a true evaluation of the extent of delinquency in this 
area any more than the juveni.le court records throughout 
the .conntry show the prevalence of delinquency as it actu-
ally exists. This is .due mainly to two reasons:. (1) failure 
to discover th~ perPetrator of the delinquent act, and (2) 
unofficial or info~l action taken by police or parents or 
others to preclude the necessity of court arraignment. 
Table 23. Truants with Court Records 
Boys G:Lrls 
Per Per Per 
Total N Cent N Cent Number Gent 
Truants 66 71.0% 27 29.0% 93 lOO.afo 
Number 
Arraigned. 17 18..3 2 2.1 19 20.4 
One 
Arrai:_gnm~nt 9 .~ 13.6 1 3.7 10 10.7 
Two 
Arraignments 5 7.6 1 7.4 6 6.5 
Three 
Arraignments 3 4.5 0 .. 0.0 3 3.2 
l'l 
I 
'II 
.'b ii 
·, 
ll 
"! !' '-;-f' .. 
' 
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0f·the 66 boys, 17- had been arrested. one or more times. 
None of these court appearances were for truancy. Larceny 
and breaking and. entering were the major offen~es and none 
occurred during school hours. Two of the twenty-seven girls 
were before· the court for chronic ~truancy. One o:f these made 
a second court appearance while on probation.:for the school 
charge when she.became involved. in a more serious.ror.m of 
dellr}.quency occurring during the hours when s:Qe continued. 
to truant. 
Approximately one fifth of the group had at one .time 
' ' 
or another been officially charged with some offense, 18.3 
per cent were boys and. 2.1 per cent were girls. It is sig-
nificant that truancy was not directly connected with any 
of the boys• offenses but was the direct causes· for both 
girls. 
For the year 1946 in .the juvenile court of this city 
appeared 468 offend~rs, 362 of whom were boys and 106 were 
girls. The city-witde ratio was approximately 3.5 boys to 
one g:I,.rl while in this study the ratio is 8 .. 5 boys to one 
girl. The great difference between the rat:i.o of the sexes 
in the c:i.ty as a .whole and. this par~:i.cular area may be partly 
due to the closer parental supervision g:i.ven the girls in 
this district wh:i.le the boys are allowed considerable latitud.e. 
Siblings w.i th ·court Records. . A knowledge of the moral 
fibre ·of the family ·and. its backgroclnd. are important in help-
ing to understa:nd. the behavior of' the children. The 
i 
·I 
~l 
:; I 
I, j 
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ini.pressions made :ln. the home enviromnent are f'~y -written 
II 
1 Numerous studies of' the family lif'e of d.elinquent 
children have revE}hled a· high ,percentage of immoral back-
ground.s and .. delinquency within the immediate ·family. 
Sullenger1 in a study in. Omaha found. that in many instances 
children had been coirt'rorited. from infancy w1 th drunkenness; 
immorality, obscene and vulgar language, and poor living 
conditions. In 17.6 per cent of the 125 case.s, other 
children of the family had been before the juvenile court. 
1 I In 16 per cent, the father had been before the co~t for 
some ·misdemeanor; and iii 6. 8 per . cent, the mother had. been · 
arrested for some offense.. A similar stm.Gl:y in Columbia, 
Misso~i, pointed to 32 per cent of the delinquents having 
off'enders in their immediate families. 
The Cr~e Commi~sion of New Yor~ in a follow-up study 
of former truants reported as follows: 
11A remarkable relationship·is shown between the sever-
ity of the of'fensescennnitted .. by the former truant and 
the degree of' criminality in the home background. Mem-
bers of families of truants ·have criminal records in 
.lt3 instances; those o:f juvenile delinquemts in .50 
instances; those of' mi.sdemeanants in .66 instances; 
1. Op. Cit., pp. 18-19. 
2. New York State Grime Commission, Cr~e and The Connnunity; 
A Study of. Trends in Crime Prevention. Sub~Ooriirilission 
o:h Causes and Effects of. Cr:i.me, Albany, ~ Commi_ssion 
~1930, p. 163. . . 
II !I 
II 
' 
. i 
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. and those or 'felons in .83 instances. These 'figures 
reveal the .~lose relationship or adequate home lire 
With lawful b~havior _and. or inadequate home lire 
with unlawful behavi0r. --They show that the children 
studied._ were· no_t merely subject to vicious external 
environment, but ·tha-t in t0o ·many instances the 
very Source o'f their mGral training WSS de'fective. 11 
Table 24. Number o'f Arrests or Siblings . 
Number o'f 
Arrests 
Total 
Siblings 
Arrested 
One Arrest 
Two Arrests 
Three Arrests 
Four .AJ;Tests 
Boys 
Per 
N Cent 
66 71.0 
16 17.2 
9 9.6 
5 5.4 
0 0.0 
2 2.2 
;, 
Giris 
Per Per 
" N Cent Number Cent-
27 29.0 93 lOO.CJ% 
6 6.5 22 23.7 
5 5.4 14 15.0 
1 1.1 6 6.5 
_Q 0.0 0 0.0 
0 0.0 2 2.2 
Although the 'findings in the present stud:y are consid-
erably lower. than in similar works, they are large enough 
to cause concern .• 
ltThe child is a product or the social inf'luences or 
his past and present. The associative 'factors with-
. in the hornet and the general lack or wholesome guid.-
ance exert an end.uring in:rluence. The inc rea sed. 
schoolings .in crimjnal behavior with loved ones as 1 
teachers, places the child in coD.:rlicting positions. 11 
l. T. Earl Sullenger, Social Determinants in Juvenile 
DelinquencyJ, p. 20 . . . 
•• 1• 
l 
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Leisure :l:iime .aotivities. In this area are two large 
settlement houses., two smaller organizations and an attrac-
ti!g"e new youth center. All but the latter which has not 
been completely organi·zed as yet, are adeqtiately staffed 
with trained personnel offering excellent programs of' 
varied activities for the constructive use of' leisure time. 
Despite the·wealth of' opportunities f'or recreation or 
self'-developnent available to these children only ll, nine 
boys and. two girls attend. one of' these organizations regu-
larly. Of the .33 that attend occasionally, their visits 
amount to attendance at one of the 'teenr-~ge dances offered. 
some Friday nights rather than participation in an organized 
game or class. More than half ( 49) never attend a supeJJVised 
club but mingle only with their oWI1 ttcrowd .. 11 This is not al-
ways a •.rgang11 with a recognized leader, but more· often a 
group which assembles on the street, with no particular plan 
or leadership and. haphazardly thrown together. It is evident 
from Table 25 that 88.2 per cent of these children never or 
only occasionally attend. an organized. club f'or spare time 
activities. It appears from this, that the delinquent or 
the ·child. with a proneness. to delinquency resists being 
channeled into constructive use of leisure-time, pref'erring 
instead to be left_ to his own· devices in spare hours. 
---- - ' - - -- 1- - - - - - -- - - - - - - ~ 
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Table 25 Truants ~ttending Settlement Houses 
.-, 
Boys Girls 
Per ,. Per Per 
Attendance N Cent N Cent Number Cent 
Total 66 11.0· 27 29.0 93 lOO.o% 
Regularly 9 9.7 2 2.2 ll 11.8 
Occasionally 25 26.9 8 8.6 33 35.5 
Never 32 34.4 17 18.2 49 52.7 
Connnuni ty plannin:g boards, recreational :Lead .. ers and 
social workers among others, continually lay stress on the 
lack of' :facilities as one of the chief causes-of' delinquency. 
Although the outd.oo~ play areas are inad.equate :in this dis-
trict it is amply provided. with gymnasia (six in all) as 
well as numerous play roOins equipped. for their various func-
tions. It is sign.ificant that, although all of these centers 
have large attendance regularly, the one group or" children 
who might gain tb.Ejmo~t by participating i.n their activi.ties, 
fail to attend .• 
Truxal1 in a stud:y of the playground adequa?y in the 
Borough of Manhattan, found. a somewhat_ simi.lar disinterest, 
and :felt tb.Bt the parents were at :fault. In at least 50 
l. Andrew G. Truxal,· Outdoor Reoreatior; ~slat~on a.nd 
Its Eff'ectiveness; _New York, Oolumb~a - verslty · 
Pres~, 1929,- p. 156. - __ . _ 
..... 
- ' 
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per cent of the f~miJjes, the parents were founp. to have 
no appreciation of the worth of supervised. recreation. They 
made no attempt to provide safe and. wholesome recreation for 
. their children, either within the home or from the resources 
of' the community outs?-de the home. 
Pa,rt of this non-attendance may be due to adolescent . 
striv.i.ng for independence, a rejection of any activity that··· 
includes adult leadership. The :fact that·. all the boys now 
12 years of' age and over claimeq. to have been regular members 
of one or more clups when they were ~ounger gives weight to 
this theory· •. 
In the most recent research of the· Gluecks1 they repor-
ted that 59.5% of' the delinquents attended c_lubs regularly. 
It is :further explained, however, that a. :fourth admitted 
that they did. so upon the ur.gence of' their pa:Pole or proba:... 
tion of'f'icers while an additional 31.9 :per cent were urged 
' .. 
to attend by their par~p.ts or other·authoritative adult. 
Church attendance·. Consider~ the home as the primary 
, 
influence in the life of the ehild, the church and the .s_chool 
stand together as. secondary influences among the cultural 
' factors in the community. 
It is universally assumed that religion is the most . 
important influence in checking delinquenc7 arid crime. _De-
spite this, authorities in education, welf'are and crimi.ri-
ology claim.that there-is little or no. relationship between 
1. Op. Cit., pp. 164~165 
.. e-
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church affiliation and attendance and. lawful behavior. 
~se claims·have been substantiated. by various studies 
of inmates of' re:form schools and: penitentaries., reporting 
that the greater majority of inmates were affiliated. with 
~ -
some religion. They also indicate t~t the ~tes had. re-
. ceived :fully as much religious training ·as had. the youths 
outside. 
-
As a means <?f' measuring tne church attendance of these 
truants, a three poiht sGale of' regular, occasional and. rare 
or never, was used.. Regular ind~cates attendance very Sunday 
·as well as on special -days that are celebrated by church 
attendance... Occasional indicates broken attendance. Most 
of the children in this group averaged. attendEnce on two 
Stmdays a month. Rare or never included those who only 
~ttend.ed. church on special festivals as Christmas ·and Easter 
and. the group who never attended. 
Table 26. Church .Attendance 
- -- ... - . -- - - -
Boys Girls 
Per Per Per 
Attendance N Cent N Gent Number Cent 
Total 66 71.0 27 '29 .. 0 93 1oo.Q%· 
Regular 25 26.9 12 12.9 37 39.8 
Occasional 
.38 40.9 13 13.9 51 54.8 
Rare or Never 3 3.2 2 2.2 ·s 5.4 
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All the children claimed .church af'fili~tions even 
those who stated they never attended. the services. Among 
the boys who claimed. only occasional attendance were many 
who st·ated. they· were sent regularly by their parents but 
instead, wandered off' W'ith companions in persui.t of' ether 
activ:i.tie_s. None of the girls made such a claim. 
The Delinquency Committee of the ~te House Confer-
1 .. . ... . 
ence found. that 37 :per cent of 2,l91 delinquent children 
reported that they had no church connections •. Twanty~six 
per cent attend.ed church or Sunday School irregularly_, and. 
27 per cent attended J?egulariy; church cc;:>nnect:ion was not 
reported.· in 10 :per cent of' the cases. S:ixty three per cent 
of th~ cases, therefore_, either had no church aff:iliation 
· OI' -attended ir:r>egularly. 
In the curJ?ent study,_ although every child. claimed. 
affiliation, 60.2 per cent either never attended or atten..-_ 
ded. irregularly.' 
Parochial school truants·. There is a marked variation 
in the rate.of truancy between public and. parochial schools. 
In an area such as this one with a large proportion of the 
~c:hool population registered. in parochial schools, a certain 
amount of transferrals are to be expected. With the accent 
on acad.emic achievement. in parochial schools~- ·there is no 
l. White House Conference on Child Health and. Protection; 
The Delinquent CID.ld,, New York, D. Appleton-Gentury 
Company, Inc. , :1;932, p. 143. 
b .,,, ,'j} UldV•:f··ll) 
Sc11ool of Education 
Library 
. II·_ 
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provision for manual or household arts or special classes 
for the retarded. 
Table 27. Schools Attended by- Truants 
School· 
Attended 
Tota::t. 
Public 
Parochial 
Boys 
Per 
N Cent 
66 70.9 
52 55 .. 9 
14 15.0 
Girls 
, .. 
Per Per 
N Cent Number Per Gent 
21 29.1 93 lOO .. o% 
18 19.4 70 75.3 
9 9.7 23 24.7 
For the child. who requires a more elast~c curriculum 
with more variety of subjects to-meet his needs, and. the 
more aggressive child. who.gives vent to his feelings of 
. ~- . 
academic failure by truan~ing or other qnacceptable class-
room behavior transfer to .a public school is the· usual 
result. 
Table 27 shows that approximately one fourth of all 
these truants were a.ttending parochial schools. Although 
this is a ~~ater percentage than reported in slffiilar 
studies comparing truanqy rates from the two types of 
schools, the area used for the studies could well be the 
variable. T):lat the area is an important facton as 
-103-
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demonstrated by Robison 1 s survey o:f truants in New York 
City. She reports as_:fpllows: 
•• 
11For th,e city as a whole : and. :for the boroUgh o:f · 
·Ma:nhattan.the truant rate per thousand. pupils 
in the .. phelic schools is :four times that in the 
parochial schools. Brooklyn and ,Queens mark the 
extremes, Brooklyn's. public school truant rate 
being over siX time$ that o:f the parochial 
·schoo1s, whereas in Queenes the:rates, both 
small, are approximately the seine. u 
Because o:f this shi:fting o:f the school population, 
many o:f the pupils now registered in public scho·ols were 
:form~rly parochial school pupils. 
Table 28 .. Truants Formerly Attending Parochial 
Seh()ols. 
Formerly 
Gi.rls Attending Boys 
Parochial Per Per Per 
Schools N Gent N Cent Number ·Cent 
All Truants 66 71.0 27 29 .. 0 93 'ioo.o% 
Total. 23 24.7 8 8.6 31 33.3 
Elementary 
& Intermed-
· ·iate Schools 14 15.0 1 1.1 15 16.1 
· High Schools 9 9.7 7 7-5 16 17.2 
One third. o:f these truants were :formerly registered in 
l. Op. Cit., p. 147. 
....... r 
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parochial schools, evenly divided_ proportionately between 
boys and. girls. (Table 28) • 
. -
The reason :for the difference in truancy rates in pub..: 
lie and parochial scheols has three possible explanations: 
(l) that the reporting of truancy in parochial schools is 
. ' 
usually left to the discretion of' the superior or principal 
whereas the public s.chools follow a fairly regular pattern 
of' report~g; (2) since the parochial school is affiliated 
with the church, there often exists a closer tie between 
the pastor, the teaching staff',. the~ parents and the pupils 
·which can be highly ef'fec.tive in preventing truancy. A 
certain amount of selection is used to maintain. a scholas~ 
tic standard that numerous children have not the capacity · 
to achieve ·and are· therefore sifted out during their school 
careers. 
Most pupils happily adjust to public school life after 
transfer but others have f9rmed patterns of behavior that 
require careful and prolonged treatment to help bring about 
a change of attitude. 
OHAPJ:.ER IV 
'. 
,-"\ ) 
~DMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS OF . THIS STUDY AND 
. . 
SOOGESTIONS-FOR FuRTHER STUDY ANn RESEARGH 
· l. Summary 
The aim in this thesis has been to determine the com-
mon factors in the lives of all known truants in a specific 
distr_ict of -a. targe city. The home, the family, the school 
and. the community were all studied. in the hope that this 
information will suggest a mearis of earlier recognition 
of· malad.justed. children, a better understanding of- the 
causes of ap.ti-social behavior and some method.s of attain-
ing the successf'ul ad.j_ustment of the· child. sooner than is 
now possible. 
The finding~ in this study have been offered in con-
siderable d.etaii through the presentation and interpreta-
t:toh of data.e This summary~ therefore, is confmed to a 
' 
statement of the general findings. 
The original survey totalled 1~9 truants, with the . 
ratio of slightly more· than t-wo boys to one girl. Approx-
imately one-quarter of the original total was. elimiriated 
from the group as having truanted but once during the year. 
-105-
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The data presented sho~ed. that girls are mor~ llkely 
~to find. truancy less S@tisf'Y;ing as an experience than are 
the boys. "When the single truancies were screened:, the 
ratio widened. to approximately three boys to one girl or 
specif'ical~y 71 per cent boys. ~nd. 27 per cent girls. 
The general appearance and, clean.J.iE...e.ss of a home 
seemed to affect the child t s personality far l:ess than 
the crowd.edness of. ~he home. Only 13 per cent of the tru-
ants came from homes considered. unclean or habitually dis-
orderly. and. 20.4 pe~ cent came from-homes poorly furnished, 
. -
but 93.6 per cent came from- homes that were either crowded. 
or overcrowded. 
Thirty three per cent of the truants came from broken 
home~, following the general pattern as shown in :previous 
studies. Since two third.s .came 'from unbroken homes it may 
well indicate that the stability of the home is- of more im-
- :portance to the child. than its ~om:pleteness. Although there 
is a high rate of foreign-horn parents in this area, only 
34. 4 per-- cent of these pupils came fronr homes where both 
:parents were foreign born. 
·contrary to general opinion, the largest single group 
of truants came from families of only three. cb?--ldren, rather 
than from large families. The_ youngest child was most fre,.. 
quently a truant, with the intermediate child. in a family 
of four or more, the second in frequency. 
; ~ 
i 
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Economically most of the :families are self-suf':fici.ent 
at the present- high employment level. Only l3 per- cent of 
-
-the :families were receivirlg public assil:ltance_, but 38.7 :Per. 
cent o:f tbe mothers were regularly employed.. This is a high-
. - -
er proportion_than in most previous studies. 
Fi:fteenyears o:f age seemed. to be the pericd. of' great-
est maladjustment. If those o:f l4 and. 15 years old. are com-
bined. ·more ·than two t~ds of. the group are accounted .. :for in 
the 68.9 per cent. It is at this _time :tb.S.t the child :ra·ces 
the· accumulation of :fai.J.ures and. :frustrations that result in-
retardation and. averageness.- With the accompanying discour-. 
agement and lack Of interest comes the arup_ety to get out 
of school. The most prominent ··single :factor was :f(')l.:tD to be 
mental reta:rdedness 1.n varying degree. 
No conclusions could, be drawn about attendance at church 
or club. All truants claimed some church a:f:filiati en and 
most attend. regularly or occasi.onally. Only 11.8 per cent 
of the truarits regularly participated. in organized club 
- . -
activities-; It is very possible that if the churches and 
clubs in this area were not so active in the commun:Lty_, the 
number of truants and other delinquents would be far greater. 
-Physical .disability did not appear an important :factor-
since this group compared favorably in general health with 
the rest of the school populati.on. 
If 
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Approximately one third of the_ trqants attended par-
ochial school, but the number· of public school truants bas 
been increased by the large number who, for one or_more 
reasons, had_ transferred from J>?rOCbial school prior to 
or during the study. Many of these pupils had been truants 
·- while attending parochial school and the repetition of that 
behavior bad. culminated. in the transfer. 
!,!. 2. Conclusions and Implications 
The school cannot set itself apart from the community. 
If the school is to meet the need.s of all of its pupils 
· with its primary aim the development_ of future ci tizeris 
into self-sufficient welJ-ad.justed. individUals, it must 
·accomplish the following: 
(1) Meet the child· on:·his o-wn level with und.erstand.ing 
and affection, guiding him upward. or outward in relation to 
,· 
his Cfl])BCity. In this manner those who have the mental abil-
ity will be inspir~d to greater heights of achievemen:t, ·-while 
the ch:1-la who has r~ached. the limits of his mental capacity 
' ~ ... ' - - . 
wi.l~ be encouragea to· widen the plateau of learning at 
his own level. 
(2) Recognize the malad.justed. and, the social deviate 
early. Teachers; school nurees, guidance counselors and. 
attendance workers, especially should be sensitive to the 
slightest .indicati.on that the child is troubled. Too 
----- ~-- -- - ~ ~ ---
II ~I 
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frequently the chlld.is allowed. to go unaided until a defin-
ite pattern of anti-social behavior bas developed.. For the 
first overt indicators of maladjustment to go unnoticed and. 
uncurbed is a dis-service to the ehild.. Truancy, for· exam-
ple; even among children of normal personality, may grow 
into more serious misconduo.t in association with other de-
linquents who engage fi.rst in truancy, then.Jn petty tbefts 
~· ~duate to major offenses when their first ventures 
into maladaptive behavior goes unnoticed. To overlook the 
younger d.ev:i;~ate and treat only t~e adolescent is ignoring 
all the principles of prevention. · The effect of ad.oles-
cence is in general to i.ncrease the scope of virulence of 
the delinquency. The blame fo~ all unsuccessful lives can-
not be laid on the school exclusively. Nevertheless, when 
the school fails to meet or even recognize the needs of its 
pupils as human beings, it is a precipitating cause 1.n far 
too many instances. 
(3) Work for closer cooperation between the school 
and the home, and the school and. all agencies in the commun-
i.ty. In many cases of maladjustment the school cannot sue-
. 
ceed alone. Without the cooperation of the home, achieve7 
ment is greatly diminished • Fortunately, most parents are 
happy to cooperate in any plan for the best interests of 
their children but only when they completely und.erstand 
the aims of the school ?~d have respect and faith in those 
who are working vd th their children. 
1-
-no~ 
The ~-OhQol does much at pres~nt and it can d.o more in 
the success.ful ad.justment o.f its pupils. There are some 
tasks, however, that the school cannot per.form and it is 
.for the need. of these services that other cormnllnity.agencies 
should be contacted. All school personnel- shOuld. be acqua_iri-
ted w1 th the resources . of the connnun:i ty and a close working 
relationship should. be encouraged. · 
' . 
Thu8 the school becomes an integral part of the com-
.. mun:ity tald:ng its :place beside the home, the church and 
all :public and private agencies for the bene.fit o.f all chil-
dren; and a dynarriio force in the treatment of maladjustment 
and. the prevention and control of delinquency. 
3. L1m1 tations of tbis Study 
1. Tbis study was limited to one area. Comparison 
with some. other area or areas would. be berifi.cial. 
2. Intelligence quotients for all the group were un-
attainable; therefore, this important .factor could not be 
considered complete. 
3. This group was. composed of truants only. Compar-
ison of similar factors in a control group_ of non-truants 
might be valuable. 
4. Had complete physical ex~ations been available 
to the grotl}), it is :possible that the data on :physical fit-
nes.s m:i.ght have varied. 
-Ill-
5. Psychiatric evaluation of ·the emotional disorders 
of habitual truants -would have been a helpful gd.dit;ion,. 
but these, too, -were unattainable. 
4. Suggest:Lons ~or Further Study and Research 
·' 
-l. A follow-up study of those -~ruants who were 
screened.,· to evaluate their adjustment. 
2. A ·city-wicle· survey _of all truants to determine 
the :relationship between causal factors in different areas . 
. i 
3. Research to determine the month of the year and 
day· of the week when truancy is most prevalent. Also, to 
determine the relationship between special ~vents.(such as 
the distribution of report cards 'or the advent of holidays) 
and truancy. 
4. Research into the activities of the pupil while 
.... 
a truant from school. 
5. A comparative stud;y of all :truants from :public 
and. parochial schools throughout the city. 
6. A follow-up stud;y of those truants now in grad.es 
I to VI:, to evaluate the therapy they have received.. in 
tPe. early years. 
i -· 
.APPENDIX 
I 
I 
DATA SHEJET 
Name 
Age 
Address 
--------------------------Date of Birth 
Parents. 
Both parents living together 
Parents separated Divorced Widowed 
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Father dead Mother re--ma--r---- ------------
Mother dead ----------------Father re~mar 
Both ~arents dead 
Living with 
( Grandparents 
( Uncle-Aunt --------
-----------------------
Step parents 
Brothers 
-------- Sisters 
Nativity· of Parents 
Both Native One Foreign . Both Foreign 
------------ ------~ -------
Economic Status 
Father employed Mother employed 
~---------------- ---------------Brothers employed Number· 
Sisters employed Number ~----------------------
Receiving public assistance 
2. Home. 
Length of time at present address 
No. of Rooms Crowding of home 
Cleanliness of home 
·3 •. Family. 
relatives or boarders) Size of Family (Includes 
Less than 4 persons 4 or 5 persons 
--------------~8 to 10 persons 6 or 7 persons 
Over 10 persons 
' ! 
i 
! 
i-
I 
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No. of Children in Family. 
l Child 7 children 
2 children 8 children 
3 children 9 children 
4 children 10 children 
5 children· ll children 
6 children 12 children 
Over 12 children 
Position of Truant Among Brothers and Sisters. 
Position Only Child First Born 
Middle -------::-:8-econ.d Younges7t____ Youngest -----
4. Number of Social Agencies Provid~ng Services to Family since 
Marriage of.Parents. 
None Under 5 agencies 
----:----------- 10-15 agencies 5-10 agencies 
15-20 agencies Over 20 agencies 
------------
No. with Court.Records. 
l arrest 2 arrests ~ore than 2 arrests 
------- --------
No. of Siblings with Court Records. 
1 brother or sister 2 brothers of sisters 
More than 2 brothers or sisters 
5. Relationships With Parents 
Emotional Ties to Father (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Attached Indifferent Hostile 
-------Emotional Ties to Mother 
Attached . Indifferent Hostile 
------Affection of Father for Truant 
Warm Indifferent Hostile 
Affect"ion of Mother for Truant ...,..--'------
Warm Indifferent 
----, .. 0--- -------
6. Relationships with Siblings. 
(a) Affection of Truant for Brothers and Sisters 
Has a favorite brother or sister 
Hostile 
-;----------------Normally accepts brothers and sisters 
Indifferent to brothers and sisters 
Hostile to 1 or more brothers and sisters 
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7. School 
Grade attained I .. Q. 
No. of sChools attended No. grades repeated 
.. No. of years retarded InSp •. Class -------
No. of truancies during present term 
Age at time of first truancy ----------------------------
Marked Likes and Dislikes 
(A) Subject Preferences Subject Dislikes 
Arithmetic 
----------------
--------------~----
Art-Music 
Comm. Subjects 
--------- Eng-Read-Spell. 
Foreign Lang. 
---------------- Man. Arts 
---------------- Science 
--------------- Soc. Studies 
-------------------
Scholarship During Present,Term 
ExceJ.,lent (mostly A) Good (B) Passing (C) . 
Failing (mostly D-E) _____ ...,._ --- -'---
Attitude Towards School 
Readily accept_s Indifferent 
--------------- ---------------Markedly dislikes 
Reasons for Marked Dislike of School 
Inability to learn 
Feels inferior · 
Resents restriction and routine 
Other Reason 
8. Physical Condition 
Teeth. 1. 
(a) Imperfectly develo~ed (b) Seriously caried ____ _ 
Eyes. 2. 
(a) Defective vision-1 eye (b) Def.Vision-Qoth 
(c) Wears glasses ---------~-
Ears. 3. 
(a) Defective hearing-lear (b) Def. Hear- both 
Cardiac Condition 4. 
Other Physical Handicap 5. 
Receiving Treatment at Present 6. (Yes or No.) ________________ __ 
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:1 9. Community. 
Attends Settlement Rouse 
Regularly ________________________ Occasionally ---------------------
Never 
---------------------------
Member of Cluo 
At recreation center· 
----------
Private 
-------------------------
Attends Church 
Regularly ----------------------- .occ~sionally -------------------
Never 
---------------------------
Other Remarks: 
4. j 
~·d~·~··~--~··~~------------------.............. . 
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